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A daily independent student press serving
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Paying more for
your education

Volume 102. Issue 93
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Shuttle shortages
affect University
Insufficient funding and
an overall lack of drivers
begins to take its toll
on the campus-wide
transportation system

Ifcpl

Tuition does not cover all the cost of classes

Turmoil in Kenya
heightens
CHAPIESDHABAPAK

A legislator who

By Krist«n Zenz

HP PHOTO

Reporter

WINNER: Republican presidential hopeful Sen John McCain. R-Ariz. smiles while speak-

opposed the highly

ing to reporters outside a polling station in St. Petersburg. Fla. yesterday.

contested re-election of
the Kenyan President

Senator McCain
captures Florida

was shot and killed
yesterday | Page 8

Professors are
people too
This month's section
sheds light on the person
behind the podium, in an
effort to make the
professor more personal

|P*.»
The beginning of
the end for Bush
Columnist Sean Lutzman
highlights the good and
bad of Bush's final State
of the Union Address

|Ng.4
House passes tax
rebate bill
A plan that would provide
SoOO-SUOOtomost
taxpayers was passed
yesterday, allotting $146
billion in aid to boost the
economy | Page 6

Men's basketball
faces Ball State

By David Eipo
The Associated Press

MIAMI — Sen. John McCain
won a breakthrough triumph
in the Florida primary last
night, gaining the upper hand
in the battle for the Republican
presidential nomination ahead
of next week's contests across
21 states and lining up a quick
endorsement from soon-to-be
dropout Rudy Giuliani.
"It shows one thing. I'm
the conservative leader who
can unite the party," McCain
said after easing past former
Massachusetts Gov, Mitt
Romney in a hard-fought
contest.
"It's a very significant boost,
but I think we've got a tough
week ahead and a lot of states to
come," he said in an interview
with The Associated Press.
Sen.
Hillary Rodham
Clinton was the Democratic
winner in a primary held in
defiance of national rules that
drew no campaigning and
awarded no delegates.
The victory was worth 57
national convention delegates

"It shows one thing,
I'm the conservative

Students may expect extra fees for special classes like glass-blowing or photography but even
general education courses may come at an
additional price. In addition to paying $4,522 in
tuition, students are also required to pay additional fees depending on specific classes they
are enrolled in.
According to Ashlee Gray of the Bursar's Office
these fees are shown in course descriptions.
English courses require an extra $3 to pay for
computer labs, art classes charge an extra $50 for
studio equipment and laboratory classes require
another $ 10 for extra equipment.
Due to a decline in the biology budget, the
department has less than half of the funds they

had 20 years ago causing an increase in fees, said
Scott Rogers, biology professor.
Biology fees range from $15 to more than $50
depending on the course. Courses that require
extra fees utilize expendable supplies such as
chemicals, slides and biological materials.
"If we did not have a way to purchase the
supplies for the courses, these courses would
disappear. Lab courses are extremely vital to
any science program," Rogers said. "A great
deal of the learning process occurs only during
laboratory experiences."
Gina Muratori, a junior business major, said
she hasn't taken a class with extra fees yet but she
would notice that they were there.
"They wouldn't deter me from taking a class, I'd
just wait until I had the money," she said.
See FEES! Page 2

leader who can
unite the party."
John McCain | Candidate

CLASS FEES
for McCain, a winner-take-all
haul that catapulted him ahead
of Romney for the overall delegate lead.
Giuliani ran third, his best
showing of the campaign but
not nearly good enough for the
one-time front-runner who
decided to make his last stand
in a state that is home to tens
of thousands of transplanted
New Yorkers.
In remarks to supporters in
Orlando, the former New York
mayor referred to his candidacy repeatedly in the past tense
— as though it were over. "We'll
stay involved and together we'll
make sure that we'll do everything we can to hand our nation
Sec FLORIDA

RISING: S3 for computer
usage in English courses, $50 for
sfudio equipment in art. classes,
S10 for extra equipment in
laboratory classes: biology fees
range from $25 to more than
$50 depending on the course.

BUDGETS
FALLING: Biology budget has
been cut in half over the past
20 years.
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After victories over
Miami and Northern

Interrogation tactic sees inquiry

Illinois, the Falcons
prepare for battle
against the 3-15
Cardinals who garnered
during in-conference
PI

By Lara Jakes Jordan
The Associated Press

two of those victories

WASHINGTON — Attorney
General Michael Mukasey said
yesterday he will refuse to publicly say whether the interrogation iactic known as waterboarding is illegal, digging in
against critics who want the
Bush administration to define
it as torture.
In a letter to Senate ludiciary
Chairman Patrick Leahy,
Mukasey said he has finished

play | Page 11

a review of Justice Department
memos about the CIA's current methods of interrogating
terror suspects and finds them
to be lawful. He said waterboarding currently is not used
by the spy agency.
Since waterboarding is not
part of what Mukasey described
as a "limited set of methods"
used by interrogators now, the
attorney general said he would
not rule on whether it is illegal.
"I understand that you and
some other members of the

(ludiciary) Committee may
feel that I should go further in
my review, and answer questions concerning the legality
of waterboarding under current law," Mukasey wrote in his
three-page letter to Leahy, D-Vt.
"1 understand the strong interest in this question, but I do not
think it would be responsible
for me, as attorney general, to
provide an answer."
See MUKASEY | Page 2

PHOTO PROVIDED
DEVOTED FATHER: Father of three. Isabella. Sebastian and Bimah. John "IT Mitchell

■

What is your favorite thing
about the University shuttle
system?

was just appointed the vice president of the student government at 6GSU Firelands.
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ALEXBRUNELLE
Senior. Film Production
"Not wanting to walk in
slush. I can handle snow,
but not slush."
|Page4
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TOMORROW
Cloudy
High: 30. Low: 24

k

New Firelands V.P. died from a brain aneurysm
By Lisa Halvarttadt
Editor in Chief

HATHABHOW AP PHOTO

Winter storms shroud Western mountains
By Ivan Mortno

£8

4

WINTER WONDERLAND: Chris Cottrell uses his snow-blower to remove the snow from his driveway in front of his house in Colorado.

The Associated Press

I TODAY
, AM. Snow/Wind
H
High; 18. Low: 14

JJ. Mitchell dies at 29

DENVER — A powerful storm
system pounded a large swath
of the nation's midsection yesterday, spawning everything
from heavy snow and numbing
cold to hail and possible tornadoes, and forecasters warned
more could be on the way.
Thousands of people lost
power, and some government
offices, schools and high-

ways closed because of snow.
Avalanche warnings were
issued for some Western mountainous regions.
Authorities received phone
text messages from at least two
of three snowmobilers lost in
the mountains west of Denver
yesterday but weren't sure
whether the third missing man
was with them.
Summit County sheriff's
spokeswoman Paulette Horr
said searchers believed they

were closing in on the men's
location but were having trouble deciphering the shorthand
language used in the messages.
"They're really close," Horr
said.
Search efforts were delayed
by bad weather and avalanche
danger, Horr said.
About 3 feet of snow has
fallen in the area since Sunday
See STORMS | Page 2

lohn "JJ." Mitchell was just
as comfortable discussing literature as he was jumping
in a mud pile with one of his
three children.
The BGSU Firelands community is mourning the passing
of the recently appointed vice
president of the college's student
government.
Mitchell, 29, who was also
president of Bibliophiles book
club at the college, passed away

suddenly early Monday, suffering a brain aneurysm while
being treated for flu-like symptoms at the Cleveland Clinic.
Friends and family remember him as a devoted father
who enjoyed poetry and sociology, who was known to wear
a tan corduroy cap, and who
always made time for those he
cared about.
"If you really need somebody,
he would drop anything he was

CORRECTION
BLOTTER
Portions of the police blotter pnnted in yesterday's edition of The BG News
were incorrect. City incidents said to have occurred after 6 a.m. on Jan. 27
actually took place in 2007. not 2008. Officials at the Bowling Green Police
Division accept full responsibility for the error.

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
_

See MITCHELL | Page 2

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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BINDER'S ETTIQUETTE BOOT CAMP

BLOTTER
MONDAY

From Page 1
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1:52 A.M.
Alan Patrick Dangelo. 21. of Bowling
Green, was ciled for operating a
vehicle while under the influence
of alcohol and arrested for criminal
trespassing

'■ m
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7:23 P.M.
James A. Kern. 32. of Sandusky
County. Ohio, was charged for
aggravated menacing and violating
a civil protection order for threatening to kill his ex-wife and her boy-

fmMM ^L MI

friend.
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BRIEF
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FOCUS THE NATION
A University evenl. Focus the Nation.
will kick oil today at 8 p m in Olscamp
115

SCOTT RECKED

THE BG NEWS

MIND YOUR MANNERS: Ron Binder shows students propei manners al the Universities business etiquette dinner held at Olscamp
10IA

Focus the Nation is a nation wide effort
taking place at more than 1.600 universities and institutions across the country
which will facilitate discussion on solutions
lor global warming.

STORMS
From Page 1

While most ol the events on campus
will be held on Thuisday. tonight in
Olscamp a video called The 296 Solution
will be stieaming live from Earth Day TV
online Participants across the country will
watch the video at the same time to get
set lor their Focus the Nation festivities.

morning, said Kyle Frcdin of the
National Weather Service. Snow
began to taper off yesterday, but
up to a foot more was expected
before the weather clears up by
the weekend, Fredin said.
The system also dragged bitterly cold air across the northern Plains, with the National
Weather Service reporting a
midday temperature of minus

Everyone is invited to watch the video
tonight free of charge, as well as stop
by their table in the Union for Focus the
Nation stickers, buttons and raffle tickets
to win a bike

"If this were an easy
question, I would not

MUKASEY
From Page 1
The attorney general added:
"If this were an easy question,
I would not be reluctant to offer
in\ views on (his subject. But,
with respect, I believe it is not
an easy question.
There are some circumstances where current law would
appear clearly to prohibit the
use of waterboarding. Other circumstances would present a far
closer question."
The letter does not elaborate on what the other circumstances arc.
Mukasey's letter was sent on
the eve of his appearance at a
Just ice Department oversight
hearing chaired by Leahy, It

24 at Glasgow, Mont. North
Dakota registered wind chill
factors of minus 54 early yesterday at Garrison, wirli an actual
low of minus 24 at Williston.
"Now's when you need to
have your winter survival kit,"
North Dakota Highway Patrol
Sgt. Aaron 1 lummel said.
The Weather Service posted
heavy snow warnings lor parts
of Washington, Oregon and
Idaho, with a blizzard warning
for the Snowy Range area in
southern: Wyoming.

Heavy snow Monday pummeled mountain areas from
Washington state to northern Arizona as two storms
converged, one from hard-hit
California and another from
the Gulf of Alaska, meteorologists said.
"It's very unusual," said
Doug Abromcit. director of the
U.S. Forest Service's National
Avalanche Center in the central Idaho town of Ketchum.
"Typically the storm is not this
widespread."

FLORIDA

last in a series of single-state
contests.
The campaign goes national
next week, with 21 states holding primaries and caucuses yesterday and 1,023 party convention delegates at stake.
Returns from 73 percent of
the state's precincts showed
McCain, the Arizona senator,
with 36 percent of the vote and
Homney. the former governor of
Massachusetts, with 31 percent.
The victory was another step
in one of the most remarkable political comebacks of
recent times. McCain entered
the race the front-runner, then
found his campaign unraveling last summer as his stands
in favor of the Iraq War and a
controversial immigration bill
proved unpopular.

From Page 1
off to the next generation better
than it was before," he said.
Former Arkansas Gow Mike
I luckabee trailed, but told supporters he would campaign on.
Texas Rep. Ron Paul was fifth,
and last.
Homney, who has spent millions of dollars of his personal
fortune to run for the White
House, also vowed to stay in
the race.
"At a time like this, America
needs a president in the White
House who has actually had a
job in the real economy," he told
supporters in St. Petersburg.
Florida marked the end of
one phase of the campaign, the

be reluctant to offer
my views on the
subject."
Michael Mukasey | Attorney General

is Mukasey's first appearance
before the committee since he
took office Nov. 9.
In a terse statement released
minutes after Mukasey's letter surfaced, Leahy called the
attorney general's position
a "last minute response" that
merely parrots the Bush administration's longtime dodge on
whether waterboarding is legal.

TEXAS HOLD 'EM A
CS/ TOURNAMENT
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Proceeds benefit the
Wood County Humane Society

You deserve an UPGRADE!

l
l
FEB15•th
,16th
,17rth
Bowling Green Elks Club
200 Campbell Hill Road
Bowling Green, OH

Studio apartments availablel

Take Interstate 75 to Exit 181
Turn West onto Wooster St.
Left on to Campbell Hill Road

Friday Hf, 6:00p.m.
$50 Buy In, Rebuys
Saturday 16,h, Noon
$50 Buy In, Rebuys
Saturday 16"', 6:00p.m.
$50 Buy In, Rebuys
Sunday 17"', Noon
$80 Buy In, Rebuys

Graduate

Summer, semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

•
•
•
•

$25

"I
new
TaMa

/

$40

f\

r
And
Drink*

eautiful ranch style condominiums
$6507month plus utilities
Washer and dryer hoc* up
Quiet tenants desired
1 or 2 Bedroom

^

Excellent location for BGSU fa
Stove, fndge, dishwasher, eta
Jacuzzi lub in some units
Den/Office in some units
Central air

WWW (

www.atwnrodcvttaotcoi dommums i
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Winthrop I Summit Terrace
2 Bed /1 Bath

4 bed/2 bath

4 bed/4 bath

3 bed/1.5 bath

Rent

$570($285 each)

$1196 ($299 each)

$1292($323 each)

$900 ($300 each)

Gas

$0
$20

$44

all electric

$114

$97

$120

Included w/Electric

Basic Cable

$72
$0
$0
$44

$140

$0
$0
$44

$0
$0

$0
$44

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$48

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

Pool

Yes(2Poolsl

Yes

No

No

Trash

ment leaders learned thenVice President Marcus Harris
wouldn't be returning to
Firelands for the spring semester, Mitchell's name was one of
the first to be suggested for the
position, Leavell said.
Following
Mitchell's
death, the Firelands Student
Government has decided not
to fill the vice president position to honor his memory. The
students will also sponsor a
fundraiser for Mitchell's family next week, although details
are still being worked out, said
Lesley Ruszkowski, director of
marketingand communication
at Firelands.
All money raised will be donated to The Mitchell Children's
Trust Fund.
Later this year, the Believe in
BG Campaign will have a special
event in Mitchell's memory and
all money raised at that event
will be directed toward a scholarship for a member of student
government, Ruszkowski said.
Visitation for Mitchell will
be held Thursday from 5 to 8
p.m. at GrofT Funeral Home in
Sandusky. His funeral will follow on Friday at 11 a.m.
Memorial
contributions
can be made to The Mitchell
Children's Trust Fund in care
of National City Bank on 404
W. Washington St. in Sandusky,
Oh. 44870.

SII P PI II

We will be playing a fun game,
"Apples to Apples"
come eat and enjoy the festivities.
Everyone is welcome!!
419.353.0881
1505 E. Wooster
"On the corner of Mercer & Wooster across from the flarshman Quad"

506 AND 514

N. ENTERPRISE

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
3 Bedroom Apartments

I ol Roomates

Water

Lovey Leavell | Student gov. rep.

Tuesday Feburary 5th,
"Fat Tuesday" 6:30-9:00PM

-^^B

Electric

nice person."

ST. John's Episcopal Church

* Condominiums for rent!

WiNTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
Apartment Size

is why he was such a

$25

This is a C&G Gaming Rentals Event
For more information ploa»i . I

NITIES

doing and help you out," longtime friend lohn McCormack
said. "He would make sure that
things got handled."
Mitchell's wife,
Erica
Schaffin, said her husband
thought writing could change
the world and aspired to be an
English professor. The Huron
resident was an integrated language arts major and expected
to graduate in May.
Despite his career aspirations,
Mitchell seemed most happy
with his children, friends said.
Schaffin said yesterday
she will always picture him
standing in her kitchen with
a towel over his shoulder,
holding one of their children,
"singing and smiling."
The devoted father to
Isabella, Sebastian and Bimah
loved running after them,
McCormack said.
Mitchell never forgot what it
was like to be a kid, McCormack
said, and that made him an
especially wonderful father.
Mitchell also never pretended
to be something he wasn't and,
in some ways, retained a childlike quality, McCormack said.
"John was just all over the
place," said Lovey Leavell, a fellow student government representative at the University.
When she first met Mitchell
in an American Culture Studies
class, Leavell said she was
immediately struck by how nice
he was.
"He related to everybody
and this is why he was such
a nice person," she said. "You
don't find these type of people
very often."
When student govern-

Stove, (ridge, microwave.
Full cable W/HBO - $20/monl
Outdoor pool use
Fully lumished

Sponsored by LMARIES Laundromat

>K?S.

everybody and this

From Page 1
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"He related to

MITCHELL

$25

WCHS Information Booth and Baked Goods Sale

www I MARiFS enrn

Visual Communication
Technology courses, on the
other hand, require access to
seemingly expensive equipment. Students in VCT 282,
an introductory photography course, are required to
have a camera. Instructor
Jeff Hall, recommends students use a digital single lens
reflex camera which can cost
around $500. The camera
offers manual controls and
immediate results.
"If youre going to make a
career out of this, the price is
not that bad," he said.
Because the class is an
introduction course though,
Hall works with people with
a wide range of cameras.
Glamorized point and shoot
cameras, as well as film on
CD's are also acceptable.
"It's assumed that if you're
taking a photography class
you're going to have a camera,"

Hall said.
Despite buying a camera,
students do not have to worry
about developing their prints.
Additional extra fees in photography courses pay for photo
paper and ink.
"Everything is digital," Hall
said. "Students don't have to
take their pictures to a onehour photo."
For those that don't have
access to a camera or the money
to buy one there is another option. The Technology
Support Center, located in
room 110 of Hayes Hall, allows
both undergraduate and graduate students to rent digital
video and still camera rentals
for three days free of charge.
Still though, Craig Flack,
junior, is angered by the extra
fees topped onto tuition.
"They are hidden fees, the
only reason 1 notice them is
because 1 am paying for school
on my own." Flack said. "I'd
like to know where they are
going since I'm already paying
so much for tuition."

•2 Full Baths
•Microwaves
•Garbage Disposal
•Free Internet Access

-Air Conditioning
'Dishwasher
'Laundry On-site
•Furnished

Plenty of Parking!
Starting at

$950.00/month + Utilities • $0 Deposit Special
(with this ad through 1/31/2008)

Get Them While
They Last! ^-v

Private Shuttle

GREENBR1AR, INC.
445

E. Wooster,

^5*

Bowling Gr««n, OH

43402

www.greenbriarrentals.com

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Shuttl e service

Student political groups remain

lacks major funds

inactive during primaries

By Liz Starn*s
Reporter
With fewer drivers and insufficient
funding, the University's shuttle
service is finding it hard to stay on
schedule and operate efficiently.
Many students have to arrive
to the shuttle stops early to make
sure they get to class in time.
Junior William Callier said he
created a "20 minute rule" to
ensure his punctuality.
" If my class starts, 11I',:. :< i. I have
to be at the bus stop by 8:10,"
Callier said.
I'red Smith, the University's
Shuttle Supervisor said having
fewer drivers is one reason why
the shuttle isn't always on time,
lie said the shuttle service lost
four drivers this year due to longterm illnesses and retirement.
The University's shuttle service consists of two supervisors,
two full-time drivers, 16 parttime drivers, and a significant
number of intermittent drivers.
Due to funding and a hiring
freeze they experienced earlier
this year, Smith has not been
able lo replace the drivers the
department has lost.
Depending on how short the
shuttle service is on staff, he could
regularly drive anywhere from
one day to four days per week.
Smith said less funding for
maintenance and new vehicles has also hurt the shuttle
department.
"A lot of people are under the
conception thai their general fees
pay for the shuttle service, but

"...people are under
the conception that
their general fees
pay for the shuttle."
Fred Smith | Shuttle supervisor
they don't," Smith said. "Our funding comes strictly from Parking
and Traffic."
Smith said the University does
not have the funding to purchase
new shuttles, which are supposed
to be replaced every two years.
With less shuttles and drivers, it can be frustrating for students who rely on the shinties
for transportation.
"You really can't plan around it,"
senior Jessica Movvrer said. "You
just have to sort of guess."
Smith hopes the University will
find a way to make the transportation more reliable for students
sometime in the near future.
Smith said he hopes to hire
more full-time drivers. He also
thinks adding a transportation fee
to students' niition costs would
give the shuttle service their
own budget, in addition to what
Parking and Traffic gives them.
These improvements, he said,
would help make the shuttles
more reliable,
Callier said he wouldn't be
opposed to paying a transportalion fee.
"A lot of on-campus students,
especially first year students,
would benefit from that," he said.

It will be exciting

By Sarah Hutchins
U-Wire
BLOOM1NGTON, Ind. — As primary elections approach, the IU
campus is chalk-free. Noon
e
is scrawling candidate endorsement messages on the sidewalks;
no one is pushing fliers into students' hands.
Whilethe 1U College Democrats
and Republicans continue to
meet and discuss election issues,
they remain fairly inactive during some of the most politically
charged months of the year.
Both organizations cannot single out and endorse one
candidate Wore the primaries,
said T.|. Wallace, chairman of the

to feel the energy...
like you're being
part of history."
Tim Granhom | Coordinator
Indiana Federation of College
Republicans, Because both
organizations are coalitions of
students that support a variety
of candidates, groups wait until
after the nominees are selected to
show their support.
However, many students
elect to join campus groups
focused on supporting a single

Sex offenders file suits for privacy
ByD.J. P«tty
U-Wire
KENT, Ohio — Portage County
has joined a growing list of Ohio
county courts fielding a rash of
civil complaints about a new
federal sex offender registry law.
A public record search showed
that out of the 157 registered
gex offenders in Portage County,
42 have already Tiled civil suits
opposing the federal Adam
Walsh Ail, a newly enacted law
11 mi requires more frequent registration and uniform nationwide reclassification for registered sex offenders.
According to Portage County
Public Defender Dennis Lager,

there are several platforms for
contesting the law.
"The challenge is going to
be about retroactive law," said
Lager. "You're going to see double jeopardy, at least."
So far, Lager's office has
sent 10 pro se packets — legal
instructions for individuals representing themselves — to people seeking to challenge the law
as unconstitutional and a violation of their civil rights. An Ohio
statute gives registered offenders 60 days to challenge the new
law or their right to refute could
be waived.
Ted Hart, deputy director of
communications for the Ohio
Attorney General's office, said

Injured veterans get a new chance at education
By Nathan Ruth
U-Wire
MUNCIli. Ind. — About 300
Indiana residents may soon
receive full tuition to any stale
school.
House Bill 1249, introduced by
Id p. Sheila klinker, allows Indiana
residents who entered active

military duly after Sept. 10,
2001, received the Purple Heart
and suffered a service-connected disability to attend a state
school tuition-free, according to
the Indiana General Assembly
Web site.
Klinker said she couldn't
hel ieve such a law wasn't already
in place.

candidate, such as Students for
Barack Ohama.
Tim (iranholm, a senior and
IU Students for Barack Obama
coordinator, said the group has
made four out-of-state trips to
campaign for the Illinois senator. Before the Iowa primary,
(iranholm went drx>r to door in
different parts of Iowa to inform
residents about Obama.
He said a group of Student supporters is also planning a trip to St.
Louis this weekend to help campaign for Missouri's Feb. 5 primary.
"If we go, it will be two days
before the primary." (iranholm
said. "It will lie exciting lo feel the
energy and feel like you're being
part of history."

"II is not right to give [he child
of a Purple Heart recipient an
opportunity for a college education while denying a Purple I lean
recipient the chance for further
schooling" Klinker said.
The Indiana Department of
Veterans' Affairs currently provides for ftirple I lean recipients'
children to receive tuition remit-

WQDSTER

&

tance, or tree tuition. Coverage
applies to provisions such as
undergraduate or graduate studies and up to 124 credit-hours.
Robert Zellers, director of
the Office of Scholarships and
Financial Aid, said the Stale
Student Assistance Commission
of Indiana, or SSACI, would
fund the bill.

CAMPBELL

he believes implementing (he new
federal guidelines will be advantageous to the slate of Ohio.
"The biggest benefit is sex
offenders will be more easily

identified as they move across the
country." said Hart, referring to
how the federal requirements of
the act require all slates to adopt
the same classification for rcgis

tered sex offenders.

GETALIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events Idien (torn evems-bgiuedu

The 2% solution - Focus the
Nation
113 Olscamp
Spring Break Service Trip
Info Session
J08 Union
Exhibit #7 "Student Art
Glass Association Exhibit"
130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

UAO Poster Sale
228 Union - Multipurpose Room
1 - 4 p.m.
Major Mania
101 Olscamp
Women's Chorus Ball
Union Table Space 118-7

...

Beer Tasting: Barley Wines
101 Union - Black Swamp Pub
5.30
Fishing for the Perfect
Interview
215 Olscamp
FAS: Winston Choi, piano
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center
■ ' p.m
Wednesdays in the Pub:
Open CoMIC Night
101 Union - Black Swamp Pub

AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2008
The Bowling Green State University Board of Trustees

ILrabcrsfiip s3>Ci)olarsiiip
Applications are now being accepted for the Board of
Trustees Leadership Scholarship. Eligible students must
be rising sophomores, juniors, seniors, or graduate
students with a GPA of at least 2.75. There are two
nonrenewable $ 1.000 scholarships available.

HILL

To apply or for more Information.
download the application at:
http://botschoUrshlp.bgsu.edu
or call (419)372-0233
The application deMWne b February 22.2008

FORUM
PEOPLE ON

"I'm sure it could save on some dental bills, but I don't think it would feel
right. - Luke Haught. on not wearing a helmet while bull riding, [see story pg.7]

HE STREET

What is your favorite thing about the University's shuttle system?

"That it gets people

That I don't have to

off of the sidewalks

walk to class when its

"The characters that

"It's convenient"

drive the buses."

Street? Or a suggestion for
SEAN DUNN
Freshman, Journalism

BETHWAYTON
Senior. Liberal Arts

Sophomore, undecided

"It was then that we were all introduced
to the three countries making up the
"axis of evil" - North Korea, Iran and
of course, Iraq"
President Bush and some
members of Congress, which
included far too many misguided congressional Democrats),
had made the colossal error
of invading a country which
had nothing to do with Sept.
11 and which had, at best,
only thought about getting the
capacity to start developing

weapons of mass destruction.
The administration had
managed to do that by dispensing, according to the
non-partisan Center for Public
Integrity, at least 935 false
statements (read: lies) about
Iraq's VVMD program and the
Saddam Hussein regime's
links to Al-Qaeda.
Another example of the foreshadowing of dark things to
come was his constant gloating
of how, while his administra-

tion had been in office, the
nation's economy was doing so
well that it had "raised home
ownership to its highest level
in history" in his 2005 address.
Little did we all know when he
was saying this, that the biggest
contributors to that housing
boom were people using subprime mortgage loans (o buy
these record number of houses.
Due to the administration's
lax regulations on lenders, the
banks went all-out in seducing
people with bad credit ratings
and low incomes to take out the
risky loans that for the first two
years were really cheap, but
soon afterwards skyrocketed
leaving thousands of families
dealing with foreclosed homes
and other major consequences
for the economy we are facing
to this day.

But enough about the past,
let's turn to the present.
Before I go on with my usual
litany of criticisms of this president. I would first like to mention the things I thought Bush
did well to talk about.
11 is statement on the
urgency of border security and
immigration reform was well
put, reasoning that while it
is crucial for us to secure our
borders from further illegal
crossings, it is also imperative
that we treat with decency
those undocumented workers
who have been working hard
in this country while slaying
out of trouble, giving them
the chance to step out of the
shadows and onto a path
towards citizenship.
1 also thought his statement
on the genocide occurring in
Sudan was a step in the right
direction, though it would be
great to see more progress in
actively stopping the genocide
beyond acknowledgment. But
compared to previous presiSeeLUTZMANN|Page$

Cynicism born out of whirlwind workloads

In high school, all my friends
and I had a special tendency
to dream: we would fantasize
about the college education
that awaited us beyond the
walls of our "dreadfully boring" hallways.
Some were excited for the
academia, some for the nerdy
stuff, some for collegiate sports
and others just for the partying. Everybody I knew who was
college-bound had dreams of
going completely independent
at college and of going off to
pursue their own interests.
Myself? No different.

"The boatload of duties and obligations
simply overwhelmed me (just like every
other student on this campus), and to top
it off, my developing philosophical views on
life were challenged. Again."
Personally. I was looking
forward to studying my major
and searching for unique
extracurricular social groups
and recreational organizations
located on campus. I was also
eager to go see local bands at
Howard's Club II, go meet new
people, be an active part of The
Chapman Community at Kohl
and undergo a diet change.
But. before 1 came to campus
in mid-August, I was focused
on those things and those

things only. During the first
two weeks of class. I went to the
Rec Center nearly twice a day.
talked to a ton of new people
and read books like a maniac.
Then, the homework finally
hit.
The boatload of duties
and obligations simply overwhelmed me (just like every
other student on this campus),
and to top it off. my developing philosophical views on life
were challenged. Again.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
School Spirit in Bowling
Green is everywhere
A headline in Monday's BG News
read, "Where has all the BG spirit
gone?" 1 would like to contend
that it's still all around us — you
just have to know where to look.
BG spirit is in all of the people who get involved in campus organizations — school
spirit, after all, is not only
related to athletics.
More to t he poi nt of t he a rt icle,
however, there is still plenty of
athletic spirit here at BG. You can
find it in the people who made
the long trip to Mobile to watch
the Falcons play in their bowl
game. It's in the droves of people
who travel to away games for

However, in this incidence
the challenger was not another
human being looking to shove
his or her self-righteous agenda
in my face; it was my own mind.
This time around, the mental
debate was not limited to the
confines of religious controversy: rather, it actually pertained
to college life in general.
Namely, it focused on my
general thoughts of: "Oh-myjeez-this is not what I thought
college would be like!"
When I say that I was surprised by college life, it's not
relating to the way-too-common freshman realization:
"1 have to do homework?
That sucks!"
My surprise is tied to the
other way-too-common freshSee WONDER | Page 5
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women's basketball or hockey,
sometimes making it sound
more like a home game on the
radio broadcast.
It's in the people who go to
every men's basketball game,
every softball game and every
baseball game to support their
school, and you can definitely
find it In the people who arrive at
Falcon hockey games two hours
early to make sure they can get
a seat right behind the glass to
cheer on the icers.
These people are the ones
who carry on the traditions, who
make the games a great place to
be, and who will be the ones to
bring back the spirit in full force
when the time comes.

You may have to look past some
Ohio Stale or Michigan gear to
find it sometimes, but BG spirit is
still alive and well on campus.

Columns by Marisha
Paietrowslci. Kampire Bahana
and Grant Pardee.
Schedule subject to change

— Terry Street man
Senior, Creative Writing

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor
■ E-mail us at thenews<3>bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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BLOGGING
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In America, final justice can
smell like hot dogs or disinfectant. Whatever the end smell
is, the fact that the United
States has a death penalty is
what sets us apart from the
rest of the world.
I hear about how we are
comparable to China. I am not
a math person but I know that
53 — the number of executions
in the U.S. — is a lot smaller
than the estimated 7,0008,000 in China, according to
Amnesty International.
First, the death penalty is not
state-sponsored killing. If this
is the case then going to jail is
state-sponsored kidnapping,
bail is state-sponsored ransoming, fines are state-sponsored
extortion and confiscation is
state-sponsored theft.
There is also the timeless
tactic of using the "violence
does not solve anything" and
"two wrongs do not make a
right" schools of thought as
arguments.
Well, I guess it's wrong for
police to shoot at school shooters since using violence will not
stop anything.
Ernest van den 1 laag has
a better everyday thought
about this idea: "Would police
be allowed to speed to catch
speeders since speeding is
wrong no matter what?"
Second, executing heinous
criminals does prevent crimes.
This may not be true among
the rest of the population but
executed criminals do not
commit any more crimes. This
is a proven fact.
Another facet is the idea
that the application of the
death penalty is supposedly
discriminatory or racist in its
application.
Even if racism and discrimination were true, then there
is only one remedy. We would
have to kill more people to even
out the numbers.
So people would be sentenced to death based upon
how many blacks, whites,
Asians and latinos are on
death row.
So now we won't even look
at a case on its merit, instead
we would look at if a quota has
been filled.
If racism was a true problem
in the area of the death penalty,
then we should address the
problem of racism, not abolish
the death penalty.
I will also stipulate that there
is the possibility for innocent
people to be executed.
Man is imperfect and the
institutions that man creates
are imperfect as well.
If we were to not execute
people because of the fear that
they are innocent, then what
will become of the rest of our
legal system?

"Well, the Son
of God thought
that, for example,
drowning pedophiles
and child killers was
a good way to cure
their problems."
The fact of t he matter is
innocent people die all the
time. People die in aspects of
business that you benefit from
everyday. Somehow, the fact
we benefit from it materially
is acceptable.
Would you really give up
using coal powered electricity
because some innocent person
died digging that coal?
Instead of the death penalty, we could probably try
life sentences.
We would have to live with
escapees, parole boards that
forget and laws that change.
All of this may seem like
acceptable outcomes, but does
the fact that these killers could
live in your neighborhoods
make you feel safe at all?
By kiHing these predators
of society we also protect the
innocents in jail.
Surely a man that stole a car
does not deserve to be killed by
a commited murderer.
Why should guards have to
take unnecessary risks guarding extremely dangerous criminals that have nothing better
on their minds than killing?
Some of you out there might
say. "What would lesus do?" or
"Executions are un-Christian."
Well, the Son of God thought
that, for example, drowning
pedophiles and child killers
was a good way to cure their
problems (Matthew 18:6).
According to Wesley Lowe,
lesus' whole "cast the first
stone" story says that we
should apply the law equally
and avoid mob rule: it is the
job of the law to access punishment. He simply poked
holes in the mob's logic.
While there are many arguments for and against, I believe
that I have the best possible
justification for the death penalty: equality and respect for
differing views.
Simply put, we need to
respect killers' views on the
value of life, or, in their cases,
the lack thereof.
People treat others as they
wish to be treated and I am
simply letting them fully
express themselves.
Not only that, but we also
need to be "green" when the
state "clips" people.
We need solar-electric chairs,
bio-degradable lethal injections, and organic hemp rope.
Together we can make the
world a greener and safer place.

—Respond to Sean at
thenews@bgnews.com.
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freezing and with the

and out of my way!"

to President Hush's annual State
of the Union addresses over
the years, and Monday night
did not disappoint. Its passing
is somewhat bittersweet, however, as it was the last address of
his presidency.
Ybu can always tell when
something is going to go terribly wrong in this country (and
more often than not, in the
world as well) by listening to
these insightful addresses.
Who can forget in the very
first address, all those years ago
in 2002, given after the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks and the ensuing invasion of Afghanistan? It
was then that we were all introduced to the three countries
making up the axis of evil"
— North Korea, Iran and, of
course, Iraq.
Less than one year after
that, we (and by "we" I mean
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From Page 4

man realization: "Wow. I'm
actually experiencing some
noticeable feelings of pessimism about my life and my
future. This sucks."
Mmm-hmm. This is what life
is. Every last one of the preconceived notions I had about college life (most of them positive),
including all my philosophical
views about consumer life in
general, were dashed to the
ground upon my entrance into
college as a whiny freshman.
Everything I thought I knew,
though it was not necessarily proven false here at college,
was not as profoundly deep as
I had hoped.
Put simply, I finally came
to the realization that I was
truly just another diminutive
cog in the infinitely colossal
grandfather clock of human
time on earth.
But don't get me wrong; I'm

From Page 4

not suffering from depression or anything related to it.
Thankfully, these thought
patterns are merely cynical
thoughts relating to my human
existence on earth and what
I'm going to do with my life
while I'm at the University.
Unfortunately, when I press
fast-forward and zoom up to
late January 2008, I still don't
have the answers to many of
these questions (not very surprisingly, of course).
But the real question is this:
why have such thoughts affected some of my friends in more
serious ways than they have
affected myself?
A handful of my personal
friends here have claimed to
experience feelings of regret,
disassociatiOn and even depression from time to time.
Although it affects some
people more seriously than

others (obviously, I was not hit
supremely hard by such feelings of insignificance and utter
confusion about life), everyone
still experiences the detrimental effects of pessimistic philosophical thought at one point
or another; such effects simply
manifest themselves in different forms and affect people in
differing ways.
Sometimes it seems like we
just don't have enough time to
get projects and assignments
completed. Sometimes we
experience relationship problems, affecting our sleep patterns and our academic performance. And sometimes, we just
don't care about missing that
8:00 a.m. class because we're
all fried to the bone from staying up until 3:15 a.m. to study
for our midterm exams.
If there is only one thing I
can conclude about college

life, then this is it: it is a 24/7
struggle to get things done on
time. From all-nighters to finish those English papers, to
blitzing from class-to-class
through the bitter BG winter
cold, to all-night cram sessions
for upcoming math finals, college life (if taken seriously) is
one big struggle to take care of
things on time.
Hey, at least the homework
helps us keep our minds off of
the more, well, unpleasant stuff
at college, right?
Hmm. Guess not. Well,
there's another question for the
pile already accumulating in
my head.
Speaking of which, I'll see
you all next week; I've got some
mind cleaning to do.
—Respond lo Uvi at
theiwws<i!lugiwws.com.

Butts being banned from primetime TV
CAITC0STEU0 I THE DAILY GAMECOCK

(U-WIRE)COI.UMBIA,S.C.—As
of this past weekend, the Federal
Communications Commission
has proposed a $1.43 million
fine on ABC for a 2003 episode of
NYPD Blue. The show's crime:
According to the FCC, "it depicts
sexual organs and excretory
organs — specifically an adult
woman's buttocks."
Really? The butt is a sexual
organ? If that is so, then I guess
we can no longer show mouths
on television as well. Skin is an
excretory organ, so that's out.
too. Let's not forget that breathing is part of the excretory process; though I'm not sure how
the networks will find their way
around that one. On the other

"The butt is a sexual organ? If that is so,
then I guess we can no longer show mouths
on television as well."
hand, there is always the option
that the FCC could admit it is
overreacting.
I was in London for two weeks
this past summer and attended
a performance of Shakespeare's
"Love'sLabourl.ost"attheGlobe.
For anyone not familiar with the
play, it is one of Shakespeare's
raunchier endeavors to say the
least. During the last act, one of
the actors mooned the audience
as a part of the play.
I had noticed previously that
a field trip group was present in
t he yard—from what must have

$ 525 E. Merry ■ $575/month
507 E. Merry ■ $575/month
<£

been a boys' elementary school.
I was surprised that their teachers had brought them to see
this particular play, for after
even a few minutes, it was easy
to tell that Shakespeare did not
have children in mind when he
penned "Love's Labour Lost."
In the U.S., children would
not have been permitted into
the theater.
During the Bush administration, this country has seen an
increased effort by the government to legislate morality. 1 have
never seen any attempt to do so

succeed. Every single American
has his or her own set of morals;
ethics is what the government
should focus on enforcing.
Sen. Sam Brownback, RKan., has been one of the leading forces in censoring our free
speech and the media. In 2006.
he and the FCC teamed up to
create a task force to keep the
media from making children
obese. Before that, Brownback
sponsored a bill that increased
the maximum fines for violation of the FCC's decency regulations tenfold, to 5325,000.
The
Broadcast
Decency
Enforcement Act of 2005
packs the power to bankrupt
small, independent television
and radio stations for a single
offense while barely denting
the media conglomerates.

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

520 E. Reed - $525/month

dents facing genocidal acts in
other places in the world, he's
making a respectable effort.
It was also good to hear
about his plans to expand
fUnding for benefits and job
opportunities granted to the
spouses and children of those
servicemen and women serving in Iraq. Though there
was regrettably little menlion of plans to adapt current
Veteran's Administration
hospitals to keep up with the
ever-increasing number of vet's
coming home with traumatic
brain injuries.
Amongst the issues I was
glad to hear the President bring
up, were some fairly disturbing
indications of what may be in
store for us in the future.
Of particular alarm were the
president's ongoing attempts to
beat the drums of war against
Iran. Despite the fact that the
National Intelligence Estimate
released earlier last year stated
that it was highly unlikely that
Iran was developing any nuclear weapons programs and had
abandoned such efforts years
ago, the President continues to
insinuate that Iran presents a
nuclear threat.
Such statements and atti-

tudes towards an oil-rich country using questionable intelligence sound awfully familiar.
There was another statement Bush made in particular
that sent cold shivers down my
spine, and I'm sure it caused
the vast majority of the people
living in the Middle East to
feel the same as well: "we will
defend our vital interests in the
Persian Gulf."
If that doesn't sound like
an all out claim of ownership on some of the largest
oil reserves on Earth to the
rest of the world, I don't know
what is, and it's lines like
those that make the case for
anti-American extremists the
world over.
Let's just hope that the next
president to give the State of
the Union will have had a little
more foreign policy experience
than our c irrent one had on
entering office, along with the
good sense to use that experience to avoid unnecessary
wars that cost us hundreds of
billions ol dollars and thousands of American lives.
—Resfxyiul lo Sam at

thenews9bgnews.com.

The Cleveland Indians
baseball team used to be called the!
Cleveland Spiders.
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Removal of troops in Iraq
may slow in summer
By Robert Burnt

has

The Associated Press

deteriorated.

Reluctance

by Bush to continue the troop
drawdown beyond July is likely
Bush

lo trigger a new round of conflict

administration is sending strong

with Ihe anti-war Democrats,

signals thai

especially with the November

WASHINGTON

—

The

U.S. troop reduc-

tions in Iraq Will slow or stop

MARCIO JOSE SANCHEZ

APPHOIO

ABANDONED: Dogs ate displayed for adoption al ihe Stockton Animal Shelter in Stockton. Calif. Jan. 16. In the heart of foreclosure country, abandoned animals are becoming a given,
ti .

: houses and fallen neighborhoods Stockton. Modesto and other nearby cities have some of the highest foreclosure rates in the nation.

By Evelyn Nieves

Petraeus seems at this point

that would jeopardize hopes of

to be inclined to declare a pause

relieving strain on the Army and

in troop reductions after July.

Marine Corps and revive debate

although no decisions have been

over an open-ended U.S. com-

made

mitment in Iraq.

ing pressures from within the

The indications of a likely slow-

Foreclosure may lead to pet abandonment

and

there are

compet-

Pentagon. The Army in particu-

by U.S.

lar wants addilional reductions

commanders that the improve-

lo enable it lo shorten Iraq tours

down

where pets are not permitted.

elections looming.

altogether this summer, a move

reflect concern

ment in security in Iraq since lune

from 15 monlhs to 12 months.

— to a degree few had predicted

The longer tours are among pres-

Stanislaus County In northern

The first people to enter an

California. "Farmers are finding

abandoned house, such as prop-

The situation has become so

when President Hush ordered five

sures that Army leaders fear could

dogs dumped on their grazing

erty Inspectors and real estate

widespread that the Humane

more Army brigades to I raq a year

break the force.

STOCKTON. Calif.—The house

grounds, while house eats are

brokers, have discovered dogs

Society

owners

ago — is tenuous and could be

Petraeus speaks regularly with

was ravaged

showing up in wild cat colonies."

tied to trees in backyards, eats in

faced with foreclosure to take

reversed if the extra troops come

Defense Secretary Robert Gates

In one such colony In Modesto,

garages, and turtles, rabbits and

their animals to a shelter.

out too soon.

ociated Press

its floors ripped.

walls busted ami lights smashed

but the spike in abandoned pets

left in December and the other

his thinking, although he has not

comes at a time when fewer peo-

four are clue to come out by Inly,

yet made a recommendation to

sug-

ple are adopting animals. I Ionic

leaving 15 brigades, or roughly

Bush. A senior administration

animals

sales are plunging to their lowest

130,000 lo 135,000 troops — the

official said Petraeus has made

said.

arc becoming a problem wher-

level in decades, and new hom-

same number as before Bush sen!

dear he is "concerned about a

I heyre not afraid of people.

ever foreclosures are climbing.

eowners are often the most likely

the reinforcements.

rush to 10" — a reference to the

to seek a pet.

home before a hank foreclosed

alone from a distance as a group

mi it. Hidden in the wreckage

of feral cats devoured a pile of dry

numbers of abandoned

pets,

was an abandoned member of

food lennings offered.

Inn

' I hese are obviously aban-

I he dog found by workers was
mo tar gone to save — another

and other administration officials to keep them informed of

two obviously tame cats watched

the family: a starving pit bull

home

brigades

lizards in children's bedrooms.

owners who trashed theii

bj

urged

doned

cats,"

lennings

No one keeps track of the
anecdotal

gesis

that

evidence

forsaken

example ol how pets are becom

and the) stay away from the feral

Stockton

and

Modesto

have

ing the newest victims ol the

cats because they're ostracized

some of the nation's highest

nation's mortgage crisis as hom-

in them."

foreclosure rates.

eowners leave animals behind

The

Shelters are trying to keep up,

l-ven people who are buying
homes are not adopting pets.

One of those extra

Gen. David Petraeus. the top

10-brigade force level that some

U.S. commander in Iraq, is sched-

administration officials see as an

uled to report to the president and

attractive target to hit by Ihe time

bringing

lo Congress in April on possible

Bush leaves the White House a

before a foreclosure, many des-

home puppies because times are

additional cutbacks and any rec-

year from now.

and drawing fury from hlog-

perate homeowners run out the

tough, and animals cost money,"

ommended changes in strategy.

gers, especially as photos of

clock hoping to forestall an evic-

said Sharon Silbert, president of

Petraeus recently said it would he

said "ii really is not determined"

over.' said iraii lennings, presi

emaciated animals circulate on

tion. Then they panic, particu-

Animal Rescue of Tracy, a com-

prudent to "let things settle a bit"

yet whether conditions in Iraq

dent of the Humane Society of

the Internet.

larly if they are moving to a home

munity near Stockton.

alter the current round of troop

will

cuts is completed in Inly before

Ihe official briefed reporters last

deciding whether and when lo

week at the White I louse on con-

reduce further.

dition of anonymity.

are

Despite months of warning

when they can mi longer afford

overwhelming animal shelters

their property.
Pets "are getting dumped all

abandoned

pets

"People

are

not

House passes taxpayer rebate plan
senators without exception who believe

WASHINGTON —The House,
seizing a rare moment of bipartisanship

to

respond

to

economy's slump, overwhelm-

where

ways that cannot be foreseen.

Medicaid

income

people

for

and

and

That plan, written by finance

slower path.

among other things.
"I

think

that

(here's

"We need to gel this bill out

after little debate, would send

BaucuSi would deliver cheeks

of (he Senate and on my desk.'

Democratic-

at least some rebate to anyone

even to the richest taxpayers,
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"This is not a time to get into

Check out our Variety of
Properties Available!

as biush dies move through the area yesterday There was no one home at the time of the
fire, and no injuries were reported. Strong winds of more than 50 mph blasted across Texas.
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2 Year Activation «■
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Foreclosures rise in number
By A I.« V.I,.
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — The number
of U.S. homes thai slipped into
some stage of foreclosure in 2007
was 79 percent higher than in
the previous year, a real estate
tracking company said yesterday. Many homeowners started
to fall behind on mortgage payments in the last three months,
setting the stage for more foreclosures this year.
About 1.3 million homes
received foreclosure-related
warnings last year, up from
717,522 in 2006. Irvine-based
RealtyTrac Inc. said. Foreclosure
filings rose 75 percent from the
previous year to 2.2 million.
More than 1 percent of all U.S.
households were in some phase
of the foreclosure process last
year, up from about half a percent in 2006, RealtyTrac said.
Nevada, Florida, Michigan
and California posted the highest foreclosure rates, the company said.

"Assuming nothing else bad happens
economically...we will have exhausted
the bulk of the worst-performing loans
by the end of June."
Rick Sharga | Vice president of marketing
The filings included notices
warning owners that they were
in default, or that their home was
slated for auction or for repossession by a bank. Some properties
may have received more than
one notice if the owners had
multiple mortgages.
A late-year surge in the number of properties reporting
foreclosure filings suggests that
many are in the initial stages
of the foreclosure process and
could end up lost to foreclosure this year unless lenders
or the government steps in,
RealtyTrac said.
"It does appear that we're
seeing a new batch of properties enter the process," said Rick

Sharga, RealtyTrac's vice president of marketing.
RealtyTrac is forecasting that
the pace of foreclosure filings
will remain steady, rather than
accelerate during the first half
of2008.
"Assuming nothing else bad
happens economically... we will
have exhausted the bulk of the
worst-performing loans by the
end of hue," Sharga said, referring to adjustable-rate mortgage
loans made to borrowers with
poor credit.
Many of these subprime
loans defaulted last year, triggering a credit crisis and saddling major financial institutions with losses.

Margaret Truman dies at 83
By M.rgar.t Stafford
The Associated Press

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Margaret
Truman, the only child of former President Harry S. Truman
who became a concert singer,
actress, radio and TV personality and mystery writer, died
yesterday. She was 83.
Truman, known as Margaret
Truman Daniel in private life,
died at a Chicago assisted living facility following a brief
illness, according to Susan
Medler, a spokeswoman for the
Harry S. Truman Library and
Museum in Independence. She
had been at the facility for the
past several weeks and was on

"I feel that I've lived
several different
lives and that was on
of them."
Margaret Truman | Concert singer
a respirator, the library said.
Her father's succession to
the presidency in 1945 thrust
her into the national spotlight
while a college junior.
"I feel that I've lived several
different lives and that was
one of them," she said in 1980.
"Some of it was fun. but most of
it was not. It was a great view of

history being made.
"The only thing I ever missed
about the White House was
having a car and driver," she
once said.
Her singing career attracted the barbs of music critics
— even the embarrassment
of having her father threaten
one reviewer. But she found
a fulfilling professional and
personal life in New York City
where she met her husband,
journalist Clifton Daniel, who
later became managing editor
of The New York Times. They
married in 1956.
She published her first
book, an autobiography titled
"Souvenir," in 1956.
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MUTTON BUSTIN': Children wear protective helmets and vests while riding sheep to entertain the crowd during a break in the
Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association bull riding competition yesterday, at the Southwestern Exposition and Livestock Show in Texas

Rodeo riders reluctant about helmets
By Angela K. Brown
The Associated Press

FORT WORTH, Texas — Nearly
eight seconds into the ride at a
rodeo this month, a wildly bucking, 1,400-pound bull named
Bmiserthrusta horn toward Justin
Koon's face and tossed him into
the air. I le hit the ground head
first — but walked away with only
minor cuts.
Almost a decade ago, a similar
spill left Koon with a fractured
skull and in a coma. After that,
he .traded his cowboy hat for a
protective helmet.
"I would never put one on
because I wanted to look like a
cowboy, with my boots, longsleeved shirt and cowboy hat."
said Koon, now 24, said at the Fort
Worth Stock Show and Rodeo.
"Now I don't think I'd get on without one."
Rodeo, a sport in which the
cowboy hat is as much an icon
as a bucking bronco, has been
reluctant to require its riders to
wear helmets. Even for children as
young as 5, they remain optional
under association rules.
But bull riders, including some
of the sport's stars, are increasingly donning their own. Rodeo

<^v
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"I'm sure it could
save on some dental
bills, but I don't think
it would feel right."
officials estimate just under 40
percent of adult riders now wear

helmets, up from it) percent five
years ago.
Doctors and researchers say
it's not enough. Studies show hel
mets can prevent catastrophic
injuries that can end careers in a
sport that paid its top bull riders
up to SI.8 million lasi year.
Some medical experts are
pushing the sport to encourage
adult bull and steer riders to wear
helmets, and require them for riders under 18.
"I'm surprised that they haven't
gone that route," said Dr. Mark
A. Brandenburg, vice chairman

of the Department of Emergency
Medicine at the University of
Oklahoma in Tuba
Among the best-known riders to don the helmets are B.|.
Schumacher, the Professional
Rodeo Cowboys Associations

2006 world bull-riding champion, and J.B. Mauney, the
Professional Bull Riders' 2006
rookie of the year.
Still, more than half of bull
riders have resisted. And they
say it isn't about preserving the
tough image of the Stetsonwearing cowboy.
Some riders complain the helmets are heavy, block their vision
or prevent only superficial injuries. A few fear helmets might
even boost injury risks by giving
riders a false sense of security
"I'm sure it could save on
some dental bills, but I don't
think it would feel right." said
Luke I laught. 23, of Weatherford,
[6X85, who won a recent PRCA
bull-riding event in fort Worth.
"1 like my hat"
No one knows for sure exactly
how many rodeo-related injuries
and deaths occur each rear in
the United States and Canada,
where the sport is most popular.
The University of Calgary only
recently began collecting and
analyzing data.
But the danger is well-documented, both in medical studies
and rodeo lore. At least four riders
were trampled to death recently in
(Iklahoma. Kansas and Arkansas.

CALL FOR RENT SPECIALS!
(419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

Senior PortraitsToday!!
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A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2008 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!
Make an appointment online at www.MySeniorPortrait.com or walk-ins accepted.
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Violence erupts over re-election in Kenya
By Michelle F.ul
The Associated Press

NAIROBI, Kenya—Kenya, once
a leader in the region, is following neighbors like Somalia
down a path of disintegration,
with no solution in sight as
burning slums and thousands
fleeing in fear alter the nation's
ethnic map — perhaps forever.
Police in helicopters yesterday fired to rum back mobs.
Gunmen killed opposition
legislator Mugabe Were, and
slums where a tense peace had
held for days exploded with
machete-wielding gangs setting fire to homes and businesses owned by President
Mwai Kitxiki's Kikuyu people.
Sabat Abdullah, a slum resident, said a gang dragged a
Kikuyu doctor from his clinic
"and then ait and cut until his
head was off."
The international community is pressuring Kibaki and
his chief rival Raila Odinga
— who is a member of the

BIN CURTIS | AP PHOTO
ROADBLOCK: A Kenyan man sits in the cab of a destroyed truck used as a makeshift roadblock wtnle a tire bums on the roof

Luo tribe — to share power to
end the crisis over the disputed
presidential election.
Former U.N. Secretary-General
Kofi Annan is negotiating, but
says it will take a year just to settle
on a plan for resolving the deeprooted problems that caused
anger over the election to turn to
murderous hate between neigh-

bors of decades.
Barack
Obama,
the
Democratic presidential candidate whose father was Kenyan,
made a plea for peace yesterday,
saying "Kenya has come too far
to throw away decades of progress in a storm of violence and
political unrest."
"We must not look back years

from now and wonder how and
why things were permitted to go
so horribly wrong," Obama said
in a statement he read on Capital
FM radio.
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice called the violence "deeply
See KENYA | Page 15

NO WAY OUT: Hostages held by gunmen inside a bank gesture in Altagracia de Ofituco.
Venezuela, yesterday. Gunmen hold more lhan 50 people hostage inside a Banco
Provincial branch during a standoff with poke that began with a botched robbery
Monday

Venezuelan bank
robbers arrested, final
captives freed
By Christopher Toothaker

"This nightmare is over,"
Manuitt told state television.
They eventually turned over
their guns and a grenade, and
then were ordered to the ground
as police arrested them, Manuitt
said. The pursuit ended less than
two hours after the gunmen fled
the bank under a deal negotiated
with police.
The arrests ended an ordeal
that began Monday morning
with a botched bank robbery in
this town southeast of Caracas.

The Associated Press

NEED MORE REASONS TO CHOOM?
'

AND VIDEO MESSAGING TO ANYONE
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UNUSED ANYTIME MINUTES WITH
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ALTAGRACIA DE OR1TUCO,
Venezuela — Gunmen who
held more than 30 hostages
inside a Venezuelan bank for
over 24 hours fled in an ambulance and were caught yesterday along a roadside, where
they surrendered and freed
their last five captives.
The gunmen first let three
hostages go and then negotiated
with police while holding on to
the last two, Guarico state Gov.
F.duardo Manuitt said.

See VENEZUELA | Page 13
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1000 RESERVATIONS.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 17, 2008
424 Clouqh - Three bedrooms
$705.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $705.00. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease
5/17/08-5/9/09.
BLACKBERRY'
8310

7101/2 Elm St. - Three bedrooms,
2 baths. $740.00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $740.00 Has
washer and dryer. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09

©

?Q3S.Sgmmi|S| [Front)- Three
bedrooms. $650 00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $650.00. Limit 3
people. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09.
303 S. Summit (Back)- Two
Bedrooms. $450 00 per month plus
utilities Deposit $450.00. Limit 2
people. Lease 5/17/08-5/9/09.

Available August 21, 2008

♦Bowling Gram 102'\ Mat! St., (419l 352-6270
♦ ♦Maunwe 1)92 Condni St.. (Acrou from Meijef)
(419) 893-3505

♦♦ToMo 4906 Monroe Si.. (Near Franklin Part; Mall)
(419)471-9756

432 S. College ffA-Three
bedrooms. $660.00 per month plus
utilities.
Deposit $660.00. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Mas a washer and
dryer. Lease 8/21/08-8/8/09.
432 S. College «B ■ One bedroom.
$440.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $440.00. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. Lease 8/21/08
- 8/8/09.

♦Open Sunday
♦DSL Sold Hc.-e

710 Elm Street- Three bedrooms.
$740.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $740.00. Has a washer
and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

"AT&T also imposes monthly a Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge ol up to SI.25 to help defray costs incurred in complying with State and Federal telecom
regulation; State and Federal Universal Service charges; and surcharges for customer-based and revenue-based state and focal assessments on MSI Thtst
are not taxes or government-required charges.
Offer available on select phones. Limited-time offer. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and rate plan brochure (or details. Subscriber must live and have a
mailing address within AT&T's owned wireless network coverage area. Up to S36 activation fee applies Equipment price and availability may vary by market and may not be
available Irom independent retailers Early Termination Fee: None if cancelled in the first 30 days; thereafter $175 Some agents impose additional lees. Unlimited voice
services: Unlimited voice services are piovided solely for live dialog between two indrviduals. Offnet Usage: If your minutes of use (including unlimited services) on other canters'
networks foffnet usagO during any two consecutive months eiceed your offnet usage allowance. AT&T may at Its option terminate your service, deny your continued use of other
canters' coverage, or change your plan to one imposing usage charges for offnet usage. Your offnet usage allowance is equal to the lesser of 750 minutes or 40\ ol the Anytime
minutes included with your plan (data offnet usage allowance is the lesser of 6 megabytes or 20% ol the kilobytes included with your plan) Rebate Debit Cards: H0T0RA2R 30 price
before mail-in rebate debit card. Mfdia'"/messaging feature purchase, and with 2-year wireless service agreement is $89.99. Minimum $1000 MEdia"/messaging feature purchase
required Blackjack" ll pace before mail-In rebate debit card, unlimited messaging plan, and with 2-year wireless service agreement is $21499 Minimum S20.00 unlimited messaging
plan requccd. Blackberry1 CURVE'" 8310 price before unlimited Blackberry plan purchase, mail-in rebate debit card, and with 2-year wireless service agreement is $21999. Minimum
$30.00 unmited BlackBerry package purchase require' Allow 1012 weeks for fulfillment Card may be used only m the US and is valid for 120 days after issuance date but is not
redeemable for cash and cannot be used lor cash withdrawal at ATMs or automated gasoline pumps. Card request must be postmarked by 03/25/2008, you must be a customer lor 30
consecutive days to receive card. Sales tax calculated based on price of activated equipment FamityTatk is a registered service mark ol Delaware Valley Cellular Corp. an AT&T
company 2-year wireless service agreement required. Unlimited Mobile to Mobile Messaging Includes unlimited text picture, and video messages between AT&T customers sent
or received while on AT&T's owned wireless network. Instant messages and any other usage not expressly included herein will be debited from your package's messaging allowance
A subscription to one ol the current messaging packages or MEdta bundles is required. Rollover Minutes: Unused anytime mins expire after the 12th billing period Night & Weekend
& Mobile to Mobile mins do not roll over. Service provided by AT&T Mobility. C2008 AT&T Intellectual Property. Alt rights reserved. AT&T, AT&T logo and all other marks contained herein
are Irademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies

722 Elm Street - Three bedrooms.
$690.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $690.00. Has a garage
for storage. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

■

831 Scott Hamilton Unit 0A- Two
bedrooms. $800.00 per month.
Deposit $800.00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer. Limit 4 people.
Limit 4 cars. Lease 8/21/08
- 8/8/09.
712 Second 0B- Two bedroom
duplex. $690.00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $690 00 Has
dishwasher. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars. 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

We have many
other apartments
available. Stop in
the Rental office
for a complete
brochure.

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST (across Irom Taco Belli
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Our professors out
of the classroom,
even in the grocery

For most of my life 1 was sure
my teachers did not exist outside the classroom. Spotting one
of their kind around town or the
grocery was near paranormal.
Turns out, they do exist.
Our professors do a lot more
than show up to class. They are
often researchers and authors
and who knows what else. Point
being, our professors (and

instructors andTAs, etc.) can be
very busy people.
And since they spend so
much of their time helping us
learn, this section is intended to
help us learn more about them.
The stories depict a few facets
of our professors' jobs we don't
always see.
I hope, if you haven't already,
you will someday encounter a
professor who will teach you
more than you thought there
was to learn. And someday you
could find yourself up against
your worst nightmare. But I
hope, either way, you will learn
something from that person.
And from this section.

It's possible that communication
between students and professors
could turn into a misunderstanding, and it's best to talk to them
about it.
SEE: When it becomes student
vs. professor

HEART
Sometimes our
professors are also
authors at heart, and
many of them have
written their own
books.
SEE: Faculty members put their name in
the books

NECKTIE
How can you tell an
instructor from a professor?
SEE: Decoding
the many titles of
University faculty

POCKET
Professors have to
make a living, but their
salary depends on
many factors.
SEE: Budget concerns
could hit professors'
pockets

Budget concerns could
hit professors' pockets
By Tim Sampson
C.Iy Editor

Like any university, BGSU is
always looking to attract the
top professors and instructors.
But the best and the brightest
don't come cheap.
Increasing faculty salaries, to
be more competitive with other
state institutions has been a primary goal of the University for
the last eight years. But with the
announcement of an expected
deficit of more than $700 million in the state budget next
year, that goal will be harder to
meet in the near future.
When the University Board
of Trustees met to approve
the budget for the 2007-08
school year, the topic of faculty salaries was a major area
of discussion.
This year's budget called
for $62 million to be spent on
faculty salaries, figuring in a
3 percent, or roughly $1.8 million, combined increase from
the previous year, according to
information from the Office of
Finance and Administration.

i

Sheri Stoll
The Universitys
Chief Financial
Officer since June
2007
This year's increase was in
keeping with a previously set
goal by University President
Sidney Ribeau and the Board
of Trustees. From 1998 to 2007,
faculty salaries increased an
average of 21.3 percent, bringing t he average salary to $61,079
last year.
In a memo to the Board of
Trustees on June 20 last year,
Ribeau wrote that raising
faculty wages was "our highest priority in the event that
additional revenue became
available."
But with Gov. Ted Strickland
announcinglastweekthatOhio
would see a state budget deficit between $733 million and
$1.9 billion, the question is now
See SALARY | Page 14

Faculty members put
their name in the book
By Ka« Snydar
Reporter

Creating quizzes and commenting on course papers are not the
only times professors sit down
to write.
Several of Bowling Green's
professors have written the
textbooks used in some of
their classes.
The first time Leigh Ann
Wheeler, an associate professor
in the history department, went
to write a book, she wrote more
of a monograph than a textbook.
A monograph is a study written
on a particular subject.
She wrote it because she
cares deeply about the issues,
and not just the issues in the
book, she said.
"College professors should
be people who aren't just
disseminating knowledge,"
Wheeler said." (Writing] keeps
my brain alive, keeps me good
as a teacher," she said.
She added that people don't
See BOOKS I

IM

BGSU AUTHORS
Book Worm*: If you want
to check out more books written by faculty, check out the
University Bookstore in the
Union. On the top floor, there
is a shelf dedicated to
faculty-written books.

When it becomes
student vs. professor
By Christy Johnson

TALK IT OUT

Special Sections Editor

Directory: If you need to
get in touch with your respective college can visit http://
www.bgsu.edu/colleges/ and
click on your college's name.
The site lists important contact
numbers, including the number of the college secretary.

For some it's as simple as a
grading conflict. For others
it is the belief that they are
being picked on or treated
unfairly.
Whatever the situation is,
student-professor relationships can be rocky ones.
Talking out minor problems or misunderstandings
face to face isoften the easiest
way to resolve the conflict,
said Simon Morgan-Russell,
associate dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences.
Russell, who is also a
professor, said the departments would rather the
student and professor talk
about the situation to make
sure the problem isn't solely
a misunderstanding.
Many students, like freshman Antonio Lee, agree
with Russell, saying that
they would first talk to the
professor they were having
problems with.
If talking with a profes-

sor face to face doesn't work,
or the problem is more than
a simple grading conflict
or misunderstanding, each
department has ombuds, a
faculty member that works
through the student to fix
problems with a professor,
Morgan-Russell said.
An ombudperson can be
found by talking to a departmental secretary. The ombud
acts as a mediator between
the student and faculty
member. Ombuds can also
mediate problems between
faculty and staff members
within a department.
"The University would
See CONFLICT | Page 14
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Decoding the many titles of University faculty
Information compiled by Lisa Stang | Reporter

TEACHING
ASSISTANT
(TA)

PROFESSOR

Students who work
for a college or
university on a
temporary contract;
"a graduate student
at a university or
college who is
awarded a fellowship
that provides him or
her with financial aid
in exchange for
teaching duties"

A college or
university teacher
who ranks above an
associate professor:
a college teacher
of the highest
rank; usually has a
doctoral degree,
however some may
be a candidate for a
doctorate or have a
master's degree.

INSTRUCTOR
A college or university teacher ranking
below an assistant
professor: a doctorate is the most common degree held for
all post-secondary
teachers.

BOOKS
From Page 9

come to college to be educated by professors with stagnant
minds,
The first book started out
as a fulfillment to her tenure
requi remenl as a member of the
history department.
I here was this threat hanging over my head," she said.
Hui while she got a lot of input
and feedback from colleagues
outside the University, Wheeler
had lo wait until her second
book for encouragement from
[lie school itself.
I hey don't need to encourage you, they can threaten you,''
she said.
lulie Barnes and Laura
Leventhal, professors of computer science, found themselves
in a similar situation when a
textbook for theircoursebecame
outdated and there was no other
book to replace it. In the end,
they took on the project.
"It's a lot of work," Barnes
•-aid. "If another one existed,
this one wouldn't."
The only time off either
received was Leventhal's faculty
improvement leave, where she
wrote the first draft.
"It was sort of the two of
us encouraging each other,"

Barnes said, "because we
knew we needed another textbook relevant to the course we
were teaching."
As they wrote different chapters, they distributed the drafts
in class.
"When we had a draft of it we
would hand it out to the class
and ask what wasclearand what
was not," Barnes said.
Psychology professor Kenneth
Pargament has been through
the process twice. Neither of
his books are technically considered textbooks, but they are
used in classrooms.
"Studies had been done in
an area, but nobody did all the
research," he said. "|Writing a
bookl was a way to lend some
order to all the research."
The advantage of writing a
book, he said, was getting a
clearer perspective on a topic.
The first book was more about
research and theory, while
the second book, "Spiritually
Integrated Psychotherapy," was
about putting it into practice.
"Academics focus on narrowtopic papers," he said. "Writing a
book allows for a broader field."
Scott Magelssen, an assistant professor in theater and
film, said his book, "Living
History Museums," was also
more of a monograph.
He doesn't generally use text-

Sources, www.answer. com

ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR
A college or university teacher who
ranks above an
instructor and below
an associate
professor.

and www.bls.gov

ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR

PROFESSOR
EMERITUS

A college or university teacher who
ranks above an assistant professor, but
below a professor.

An honorary title
retained relating to
the position held
right before
retirement.

"There are ethical issues in professors
assigning their own books. I never require
students to purchase them so I can
have a nice retirement."
Christopher Mruk | Natural and social sciences professor at Firelands

books in his performance studies class, but said he feels his
book offers a different perspective than others out there.
"It was a particular topic of
interest for me," he said.
I he book started out as a dissertation topic when Magelssen
was a graduate student.
"My thinking on the subject
kept going," he said, and a book
was the next stage.
Six years later, working off and
on, a book was produced. This
one was his first book, t hough he
has others waiting in different
stages of writing.
"This one just so happened
to coincide with the course I'm
teaching," he said.
Christopher Mruk, a natural
and social sciences professor at
Firelands, also had a long-standing professional interest that
resulted in a book.
His book, 'Self-Esteem,
Research, Theory, and Practice,"
is not a textbook either, but a
primary source, and he fell it is

important to stress the difference between the two.
While a textbook consists of
many different works in one volume, a primary source is just
one work.
Though Mruk uses his book
in class, he recommends that
students not buy it.
Scholarly books are often
expensive, and Mruk said he
feels thai too many professors
abuse the power of requiring
their own books be bought.
"There are ethical issues in
professors assigning their own
books," he said. "I never require
students purchase them so I can
have a nice retirement."
During the time it took to
write his books, Mruk found the
University to be supportive.
"They call it 'one university,
two campuses,' and both were
extremely helpful," he said.
"You want to share what you
know with others," he said.
"Books and articles are the way
to do that."

RIDGE MANOR
APARTMENTS

Professors are
researchers too
By Christie K«rn«r
Reporter

Each day students file in and out
of the classroom to spend a brief
amount of time in the presence
of their professor without giving
a second thought to the job and
responsibilities of these educators
after class.
But professors must divide their
ti me bet ween a number of different
activities, meetings and research.
"The time we actually spend
in the classroom is really the tip
of the iceberg in terms of what
professors do," said history Chair
Scott Martin.
Depending on the department,
the amount of time put into teaching, research and service can vary.
"I think there's a perception that
because the door is closed and the
light is turned off that we are not
doing something, but chances are
we are in a meeting related to academics, or if we are lucky, in the lab
doing some kind of research," said
See RESEARCH I
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Johan Santana reportedly traded to the New York Mets
By Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

FOOTBALL
Browns ink Romeo
Crennel to two-year
extension
After winning ten games
and narrowly missing out
on the playoffs, the Browns
have awarded coach Romeo
Crennel with a two-year
extension worth about $4
million a year
Page 12

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to check the BG
News Sports Blog for all the
latest updates on all your
favorite Falcon sports. The

NEW YORK — The Minnesota
Twins reached a tentative agreement yesterday to trade lohan
Santana to the New York Mets.
After months of deliberation,
the twins agreed to part with the
two-time Cy Young Award winner for outfielder Carlos Gomez,
and pitchers Phil I lumber. Deolis
Guerra and Kevin Mulvey, two
people familiarwith the deal said,
speaking on condition of anonymity because no announcement had been made.
"If it's true, obviously, you're
getting arguably the best pitcher
in the game.'' Mets third baseman David Wright said.
the next step is for the Mets
to negotiate a contract extension with Santana, who is eligible for free agency after this
season. The three-time All-Star
is owed $13.25 million this year
and likely will seek an extension
of at least five years worth S20

million annually.
Teams are given 72-hour windows to reach agreements on
contracts in tentative trades. If
the Mets and Santana reach an
agreement, players would have
to pass physicals and the pitcher
would have to formally waive his
no-trade clause.
The Mets emerged as the top
candidate for a trade after the
winter meetings, wher; the New
York Yankees withdrew their offer,
which included pitchers Phil
Hughes and Ian Kennedy, and
the Red Sox refused to improve
their proposals, which included
pitcher Ion Lester or outfielder
jacoby Ellsbury and prospects.
Twins general manager Bill
Smith called teams last weekend and asked them to make
their best offers. Smith informed
the Mets yesterday that he was
accepting their proposal.
A left-hander who turns 29 in
March, Santana gives the Mets
Sec JOHAN
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MEET THE MET: Tie New York Mets and the Minnesota Twins tentatively reached an
agreement that would send pitcher Johan Santana to tlie Mets. The Mets and Santana need
to agree on a contract extension in order (or the trade to be completed successfully. The
Mets will send the Twins for prospects in exchange for the 29-year-old left-hander

Road warriors?

blog is also good for live

By Bill Bord.wick
Assistant Sports Editor

game updates from hockey
as well as men's and women's

Can they sustain this momentum?
The men's basketball team
is coming off a very productive week after beating both
Miami and Northern Illinois
to improve to a record of 4-2 in

basketball
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogpsot.com

SCHEDULE

conference play.

TODAY
Women's basketball:
vs W°sterr Michigan: / p.m
Men's basketball:
at Ball State; 7 p.m

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1971—UCLA starts 88
game winning streak

The List
With the news that Jason
Kidd wants out of New
Jersey, we bring you his top
five most-likely destinations:

1. Dallas Mavericks:
J-Kidd started his career in

ENOCHWU

ON THE BREAK: BG guard joe Jakubowski goes in for a lay-up in Sundays game against
Northern Illinois Jakubowski finished the game with 14 points and two crucial steals late.

The catch with those two
games was that they were
played in the friendly confines
of Anderson Arena.
The two games that the
falcons will play this week will
both take place on foreign soil,
the first of which takes place
tonight at Ball State.
Ball State comes into the
game with a 3-15 record, but
two of those victories have
taken place in conference. The
Cardinals nearly went into Ohio
anil knocked off the Bobcats
but were eventually defeated
61-99.
The Cardinals were unable to
contain Ohio's l.eon Williams,
who poured 18 of his 23 points
in the second half to erase a 12
-point BSD lead.
"He's a tremendous player,
very physical and aggressive
in the painted area," said Ball
State coach Billy Taylor to

the Muncie Star Press after
the game.
laylor is in his first season
with Cardinals and his first tenure got off to a rocky start.
Ball State started out the
season by losing its first eleven games hut has gone 3-4
over the last seven and three
of those four losses came by a
combined eight points.
While the Cardinals were
beaten in two close games
over the past week, the Falcons
triumphed in two games that
were decided by a combined
seven points.
BG needs to be able to take
the successes at home onto the
road — a place that has been
unkind to the team so far in
MAC play.
The Falcons have lost their
two MAC road games by a combined 50 points at Akron and
Kent State.
"Most of us grow through the
tribulations and some of the
downer periods than we do
through the good times," said
BG coach Louis Orr. "Our guys
really appreciate the close wins
now and they understand they
got to do it on the defensive
See B-BALL | Page 12

"Big-D" alongside Jimmy
Jackson and Jamal Mashburn
and now he might he end
it there. Kidd has allegedly
stated how Dallas would be
his prefered landing spot

2. Denver Nuggets:
Can you imagine Jason Kidd
being on team that features
Allen Iverson and Carmelo
Anthony? This might finally
get the Nuggets out of the
first round of the playoffs

3. Portland Trail
Blazers: Even if Roy.
Aldridge and Oden are off
the market, the Blazers could
still package the likes of Jarret
Jack. Sergio Rodriguez or
Travis Outlaw to the Nets

4. Los Angeles
Lakers: The Lakers will
definitely not part with
Andrew Bynum, but players
like Javaris Crittenton or
Jordan Farmar could be
packaged to acguire the
All-Star point guard
5. Cleveland
Cavaliers: The Cavs
would have to package Larry
Hughes in any deal involving
Kidd and that is where any
deal between New Jersey and
Cleveland ends because of
Hughes awful contract

Patriots looking to get back to dominance
By Barry Wilner
The Associated Press
PHOENIX — Routed. Romped.
Annihilated.
Common descriptions for the
way the New England Patriots
handled the first half of their
2007 schedule.
Not to mention dismantled,
demolished and pulverized.
But in the second half,
those words were replaced by
squeezed past, edged, even survived in five subsequent games,
plus two close if not suspenseful
playoff victories.
Sure, the Patriots are the only
18-0 team in NFL history, and
a win over the New York Giants
in the Super Bowl on Sunday
will give them the first perfect
season since the 1972 Miami
Dolphins. And a fair claim on
"Best Team Ever."
But they sure haven't been
accused of piling on the points
lately. Even some of the weaker
opponents on the second-half
schedule tested them, most notably the Ravens. New England
needed a last-ditch drive aided
by Baltimore penalties, and a
dying-seconds touchdown pass
by Tom Brady to win 27-24 early
last month.
"The one real scare where 1
thought it might have been over
was Baltimore," defensive end Ty
Warren said. "Those couple of
penalties that happened, I was
like, 'Here we go again.' I felt like
we had a chance after those pen-

)

alties. With those penalties, they
let us back in the game. It gave
you a chance to go down ana do
what we did."
But they didn't have to do
much of anything except run out
the clock with their backups for
so many games on the way to 100. Such as victory margins of 24,
24,31,21,17,21,21,45 and 46.
So what happened to the
routs? Why have opponents led
the mighty Pats in each of their
last three games, including the
Giants by 12 points in the third
quarter of the season finale? And
both the laguars and Chargers in
the playoffs?
"We can't control who we
play or who is on our schedJULIE JACOBSON
ule," said veteran safety Rodney
RE ADY TO GO: Nine members of the New England Patriots pose for a picture during
Harrison. "We go out there and
yesterday's Media Day The Patriots are looking for the first undefeated season since 1972
try to win a football game. At
first it was, You guys are putting up too many points.' Now, three interceptions.
beat them in Week 17, so this is
Not to mention spraining achance to reassure the fact that
it's come around where we are
only winning games by three his ankle.
if we cut down on the mistakes
Brady practiced Monday and
points, and you guys started
in the fourth quarter, we'll have
complaining about that. We arc has no doubt he'll play Sunday. a great chance to win. But that
The Giants have no doubt they game is dead. We have another
just happy to be here."
Still, for a team with a whop- can play with the Patriots
game to play, and hopefully, we'll
ping zero on the right side of the — and avoid all those descrip- keep the same type of fire and be
win-loss column, the Patriots tive verbs applied to those early- able to compete the same way."
That's exactly what it will take,
have displayed certain vulner- season romps.
"You know they are here to
abilities recently.
of course, to beat the unbeaten.
The Giants exposed the make history and for us to be
Not that the Patriots are wordefense somewhat in that 38- the first team to beat them ... I
ried about huge victory margins,
covering big point spreads or set35 loss to end the season. The think it would be one of the most
Chargers showed that a physical entertaining games and the best
ting scoring records right now. A
approach at least gives an oppo- scenarios you could have for a one-point squeaker will work as
nent a chance, and they also Super Bowl," said Giants receiver
Se,PATRIOTS i
(12
forced league MVP Tom Brady Amani Toomer.
into some poor decisions and
"I thought we felt we could

I

LeBron
James: The
Air'to the
throne?

OK. I'm convinced now.
I'm not sure what took so long.
It's not like "The King" is hard to
find. His highlights an' all over
the media and his praises are
sung every single day. TTien-'s n< i
way 1 could've been this blind.
After all. his nickname is "The
King." I guess I just missed it
somehow. Or maybe 1 was look
ing past him.
vtnee Caner. Tracy McGrady.
Paul Pierce, DwyaneV&de, (Irani
I lill, Kobe Bryant mid so on and
so on. AD the wrong choices,
Maybe I was looking too hard?
I r Broil lames has been in the
national spotlight since his junior
year of high school in Akron,
t thin. And that spotJJght has only
gotten brighter with time. Hie
scariest pin about his basketball
talent is that he cams all that
Spotjjghl hype every single night
he steps onto the court.
In five years of watching him
play NBA basketball, I never realized it. I don't know, I guess I just
didn't want to face the facts.
But I get it now. I le's 23-\cars

old. He avenges 295 points, 7.7
rebounds and 7.3 assists per
game. The Cleveland Cavaliers
win despite the fact that roughly
none of his teammates contribute on a consistent basis. Its
clear: IcBron lames is the new
Michael Jordan.
America's finally found "The
Air Apparent," the player who
ran finally fulfill NBA Ian- desire
of seeing one guy dominate
entire teams In himself, sell the
merchandise, maintain a quality public image, lill up highlight
reels and give the kiddies out
there a hero.
It took five years for me to
come to thai realization Since
his sort-of retirement in 199!),
Commissioner David Stern,
league marketers and, most
importantly XKAI.uis. have been
in search of "The Air Apparent"
the player that would ricliui
the same basketball satisfaction
night alter night that Ionian did.
Yes. I'm one of those people
For me, the realization didn't
conic during lames' rookie year,
or the 2005-06 season when lie

averaged 31.4 points a game, or
even during last year's Finals mil,
when'healmost single-handedly
downed the Detmil Pistons. The
realization came early Sunday
night, and it came against Bryant
and the IA lakers.
It was tile fourth quarter and
both teams wen' g( ling back and
forth, trying to take control of
the waning minutes of the game.
U'Bnin guarded Kobe, and Kobe
shot I -6 from the field.
In cninch time. U'Bron fin
ished with II points and the
Cavs won, 98-95. That's when it
hit me.
I think I've been looking too
hard for die next M.I. lor the
last three years, I've said thai
Bryant was the closest thing to
lordati because of his scoring
ability and killer determination
to bury opponents (sometimes
by himself). Those wen' Ionian's
two greatest skills. And that's
why he was so loved, and now,
so missed.
But then LeBron out-dueled
Kobe on Sunday, and the realization was a light bulb over the
head that could've mirrored the
immense spotlight that lames
endures every night on the
Cavs' schedule.
LeBron was the best player
on the Boor in that game, no its,
amis or buts.
He's almost always the best
player on the floor every game,
and usually, it's not even close.
At 23 years of age, he brings the
scoring the dunks, the image
and the attitude that only one
other player in the history of
the game has.
LeBron lames is the next
Michael Ionian.
1 see that now. 1 lopefully, all
the Ionian-starved NBA fans
out there will see that sooner
than later.
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Decoding the many titles of University faculty
Information compiled by Lisa Stang | Reporter

TEACHING
ASSISTANT
(TA)

PROFESSOR

Students who work
for a college or
university on a
temporary contract;
"a graduate student
at a university or
college who is
awarded a fellowship
that provides him or
her with financial aid
in exchange for
teaching duties.

INSTRUCTOR
A college or university teacher ranking
below an assistant
professor; a doctorate is the most common degree held for
all post-secondary
teachers

BOOKS

A college or
university teacher
who ranks above an
associate professor.
a college teacher
of the highest
rank; usually has a
doctoral degree,
however some may
be a candidate for a
doctorate or have a
master's degree.

Barnes said, "because we
knew we needed another textbook relevant to the course we
were teaching."
As they wrote different chapters, they distributed the drafts
in class.
"When we had a draft of it we
would hand it out to the class
and ask what was clear and what
was not," Barnes said.
Psychology professor Kenneth
Pargament has been through
the process twice. Neither of
his books are technically considered textbooks, but they are
used in classrooms.
"Studies had been done in
an area, but nobody did all the
research," he said. "IWriting a
hunk was a way to lend some
order to all the research."
The advantage of writing a
book, he said, was getting a
clearer perspective on a topic.
The first book was more about
research and theory, while
the second book, "Spiritually
Integrated Psychotherapy," was
about putting it into practice.
"Academics focus on narrowtopic papers," he said. "Writinga
book allows for a broader field."
Scott Magelssen, an assistant professor in theater and
film, said his book, "Living
History Museums." was also
more of a monograph.
I le doesn't generally use text-

From Page 9

come to college to be educated by professors with stagnant
minds.
The first book started out
as a fulfillment to her tenure
requirement asa member of the
history department.
There was this threat hanging over my head," she said.
But while she got a lot of input
and feedback from colleagues
outside the University, Wheeler
had to wait until her second
book for encouragement from
I hi'school itself.
They don't need to encourage you, they can threaten you,"
-lie said.
Hi I it' Barnes and Laura
h'wnthal, professors of computer science, found themselves
in a similar situation when a
textbook for their course became
outdated and there was no other
hook to replace it. In the end,
I hey took on the project.
"It's a lot of work," Barnes
said. "If another one existed,

this one wouldn't"
The only time off either
received was Leventhal's faculty
improvement leave, where she
wrote the first draft.
"It was sort of the two of
us encouraging each other,"

RIDGE MANOR
APARTMENTS

ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR
A college or university teacher who
ranks above an
instructor and below
an associate
professor.

• Furnished

www.answer.'com and

www.bls.gov

ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR

PROFESSOR
EMERITUS

A college or university teacher who
ranks above an assistant professor, but
below a professor.

An honorary title
retained relating to
the position held
right before
retirement.

"There are ethical issues in professors
assigning their own books. I never require
students to purchase them so I can
have a nice retirement."
Christopher Mruk | Natural and social sciences professor at Firelands
books in his performance studies class, but said he feels his
book offers a different perspective than others out there.
"It was a particular topic of
interest for me," he said.
The book started out as a dissertation topic when Magelssen
was a graduate student.
"My thinking on the subject
kept going," he said, and a book
was the next stage.
Six years later, working off and
on, a book was produced. This
one was his first book, though he
has others waiting in different
stages of writing,
"This one just so happened
to coincide with the course I'm
teaching," he said.
Christopher Mruk, a natural
and social sciences professor at
Firelands, also had a long-standing professional interest that
resulted in a book.
His book, "Self-Esteem,
Research, Theory, and Practice,"
is not a textbook either, but a
primary source, and he felt it is

important to stress the difference between the two.
While a textbook consists of
many different works in one volume, a primary source is just
one work.
Though Mruk uses his book
in class, he recommends that
students not buy it.
Scholarly books are often
expensive, and Mruk said he
feels that too many professors
abuse the power of requiring
their own books be bought.
"There are ethical issues in
professors assigning their own
books," he said. "I never require
students purchase them so I can
have a nice retirement."
During the time it took to
write his books, Mruk found the
University to be supportive.
"They call it one university,
two campuses,' and both were
extremely helpful," he said.
"You want to share what you
know with others," he said.
"Books and articles are the way
to do that."
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Professors are
researchers too
By Christie K«rn«r
Reporter

Each day studenis file in and out
of the classroom to spend a brief
amount of time in the presence
of their professor without giving
a second thought to the job and
responsibilities of these educators
after class.
But professors must divide their
time between a number of different
activities, meetings and research.
"The time we actually spend
in the classroom is really the tip
of the iceberg in terms of what
professors do," said history Chair
Scott Martin.
Depending on the department,
the amount of time put into teaching, research and service can vary.
"1 think there's a perception that
because the door is closed and the
light is turned off that we are not
doing something, but chances are
we are in a meeting related to academics, or if we are lucky, in the lab
doing some kind of research," said
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Johan Santana reportedly traded to the New York Mets
By Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

FOOTBALL
Browns ink Romeo
Crennel to two-year
extension
After winning ten games
and narrowly missing out
on the playoffs, the Browns
have awarded coach Romeo
Crennel with a two-year
extension worth about $4
million a year
Page 12

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to check the BG
News Sports Blog for all the
latest updates on all your
favorite Falcon sports. The

NEW YORK — The Minnesota
Twins reached a tentative agreement yesterday to trade lohan
Santana to the New York Mets.
After months of deliberation,
the Twins agreed to part with the
two-time Cy Young Award winner for outfielder Carlos Gomez,
and pitchers I'hil 1 lumber, Deolis
Guerra and Kevin Mulvey, two
people familiar with the deal said,
speaking on condition of anonymity because no announcement had been made.
"If it's true, obviously, you're
getting arguably the best pitcher
in the game," Mets third baseman David Wright said.
The next step is for the Mets
to negotiate a contract extension with Santana, who is eligible for free agency after this
season. The three-time All-Star
is owed $13.25 million this year
and likely will seek an extension
of at least five years worth $20

million annually.
Teams are given 72-hour windows to reach agreements on
contracts in tentative trades. If
the Mets and Santana reach an
agreement, players would have
to pass physicals and the pitcher
would have to formally waive his
no-trade clause.
The Mets emerged as the top
candidate for a trade after the
winter meetings, when the New
York Yankees withdrew their offer,
which included pitchers Phil
Hughes and Ian Kennedy, and
the Red Sox refused to improve
their proposals, which included
pitcher Ion Lester or outfielder
jacoby Ellsbury and prospects.
Twins general manager Rill
Smith called teams last weekend and asked them to make
their best offers. Smith informed
the Mets yesterday that he was
accepting their proposal.
A left-hander who turns 29 in
March, Santana gives the Mets

STEPHANSAVOI*
MEET THE MET: The New York Mets and the Minnesota Twins tentatively reached an
agreement that would send pitcher Johan Santana to the Mets The Mets and Santana need
to agree on a contract extension in otdei (or the trade to be completed successfully. The

See JOHAN IPaqe 12

Mets will send the Twins for prospects in exchange for the 29-year-old left-hander

Road warriors?

blog is also good for live
ByBillBordcwick

game updates from hockey

Assistant Sports Editor

as well as men's and women's
basketball
http://www.bgnewss ports.
biogpsot.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Women's basketball:
K Western Michigan: 7 p.m
Men's basketball:
at Ball State; 7 p.m

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1971-UCLA starts 88
game winning streak

The List
With the news that Jason
Kidd wants out of New
Jersey, we bring you his top
five most-likely destinations:

1. Dallas Mavericks:
J-Kidd started his career in

ENOCH WU
ON THE BREAK: BG guard Joe Jakubowski goes in for a lay-up in Sundays game against

Can they sustain this momentum?
The men's basketball team
is coming off a very productive week after beating both
Miami and Northern Illinois
to improve to a record of 4-2 in
conference play.
The catch with those two
games was that they were
played in the friendly confines
of Anderson Arena.
The two games that the
Falcons will play this week will
both take place on foreign soil,
the first of which takes place
tonight at Ball State.
Rail State comes into the
game with a 3-15 record, but
two of those victories have
taken place in conference. Hit'
Cardinalsnearlywent into Ohio
and knocked off the Bobcats
bin were eventually defeated
61-59.
The Cardinals were unable to
contain Ohio's Leon Williams,
who poured ID of his 23 points
In the second half to erase a 12
-point BSD lead.
"He's a tremendous player,
very physical and aggressive
in the painted area," said Ball
State coach Billy Taylor to

the Muncle Star Press after
the game.
Taylor is in his first season
with Cardinals and his first tenure got off to a rocky start.
Ball State started out the
season by losing its first eleven games but has gone 3-4
over the last seven and three
of those four losses eame by a
combined eight points.
While the Cardinals were
beaten in two close games
over the past week, the falcons
triumphed in two games that
were decided by a combined
seven points.
BG needs to be able to take
the successes at home onto the
road — a place that has been
unkind to the team so far in
MAC play.
I he falcons have lost their
two MAC road games by a combined 50 points at Akron and
Kent State.
"Most of us grow through the
tribulations and some of the
downer periods than we do
through the good limes," said
BG coach Louis Orr. "Our gu)S
really appreciate the close wins
now and they understand they
got to do it on the defensive
SeeB-BALL|Pagel2

Northern Illinois Jakubowski finished the game with 14 points and two crucial steals late.

"Big-D" alongside Jimmy
Jackson and Jamal Mashburn
and now he might he end
it there. Kidd has allegedly
stated how Dallas would be
his prefered landing spot

2. Denver Nuggets:
Can you imagine Jason Kidd
being on team that features
Allen Iverson and Carmelo
Anthony? This might finally
get the Nuggets out of the
first round of the playoffs

3. Portland Trail
Blazers: Even if Roy,
Aldridge and Oden are off
the market, the Blazers could
still package the likes of Jarret
Jack, Sergio Rodriguez or
Travis Outlaw to the Nets

4. Los Angeles
Lakers: The Lakers will
definitely not part with
Andrew Bynum, but players
like Javaris Crittenton or
Jordan Farmar could be
packaged to acquire the
All-Star point guard

5. Cleveland
Cavaliers: The Caw
would have to package Larry
Hughes in any deal involving
Kidd and that is where any
deal between New Jersey and
Cleveland ends because of
Hughes' awful contract

Patriots looking to get back to dominance
By Barry Wilntr
The Associated Press

PHOENIX — Routed. Romped.
Annihilated.
Common descriptions for the
way the New England Patriots
handled the first half of their
2007 schedule.
Not to mention dismantled,
demolished and pulverized.
But in the second half,
those words were replaced by
squeezed past, edged, even survived in five subsequent games,
plus two close if not suspenseful
playoff victories.
Sure, the Patriots are the only
18-0 team in NFL history, and
a win over the New York Giants
in the Super Bowl on Sunday
will give them the first perfect
season since the 1972 Miami
Dolphins. And a fair claim on
"Best Team Ever."
But they sure haven't been
accused of piling on the points
lately. Even some of the weaker
opponents on the second-half
schedule tested them, most notably the Ravens. New England
needed a last-ditch drive aided
by Baltimore penalties, and a
dying-seconds touchdown pass
by Tom Brady to win 27-24 early
last month.
"The one real scare where I
thought it might have been over
was Baltimore," defensive end Ty
Warren said. "Those couple of
penalties that happened, 1 was
like, 'Here we go again.' 1 felt like
we had a chance after those penI

alties. With those penalties, they
let us back in the game. It gave
you a chance to go down anil do
what we did."
But they didn't have to do
much of anything except run out
the clock with their backups for
so many games on the way to 100, Such as victory margins of 24,
24,31,21,17,21,21.45 and 46.
So what happened to the
routs? Why have opponents led
the mighty Pats in each of their
last three games, including the
Giants by 12 points in the third
quarter of the season finale? And
both the laguars and Chargers in
the playoffs?
"We can't control who we
play or who is on our schedJULIE MCOSSON I AP PHOTO
ule," said veteran safety Rodney
READY TO GO: Nine members of the New England Patriots pose for a picture during
Harrison. "We go out there and
try to win a football game. At yesterday's Media Day The Patriots are looking for the first undefeated season since 1972
first it was, 'You guys are putling up too many points.' Now, three interceptions.
beat them in Week 17, so this is
Not to mention spraining a chance to reassure the fact that
it's come around where we are
only winning games by three his ankle.
if we cut down on the mistakes
Brady practiced Monday and in the fourth quarter, we'll have
points, and you guys started
complaining about that. We are has no doubt he'll play Sunday. a great chance to win. But that
just happy to be here."
The Giants have no doubt they game is dead. We have another
Still, for a team with a whop- can play with the Patriots game to play, and hopefully, we'll
ping zero on the right side of the — and avoid all those descrip- keep the same type of fire and be
win-loss column, the Patriots tive verbs applied to those early- able to compete the same way."
have displayed certain vulner- season romps.
That's exactly what it will take,
"You know they are here to of course, to beat the unbeaten.
abilities recently.
The Giants exposed the make history and for us to be
Not that the Patriots are wordefense somewhat in that 38- the first team to beat them ... I ried about huge victory margins,
35 loss to end the season. The think it would be one of the most covering big point spreads or setChargers showed that a physical entertaining games and the best ting scoring records right now. A
approach at least gives an oppo- scenarios you could have for a one-point squeaker will work as
nent a chance, and they also Super Bowl," said Giants receiver
See PATRIOTS | Page 12
forced league MVP Tom Brady Amani Toomer.
"1 thought we felt we could
into some poor decisions and
I

'1

LeBron
ames: The
Air' to the
throne?

OK. I'm convinced now.
I'm not sure' what took so long.
It's not like "The King' is hard to
find. I lis highlights are all over
the media and his praises are
sung every single day. There's no
way 1 could've been ibis blind.
After all. his nickname is "The
King." I guess I just missed it
somehow Or maybe l was looking past III111.
Vtnce timer. Tracy McGrady
Paul Pierce, I hvyaneWadc. (irant
I lill. Kobe Bryant and MI on and
so on. All the wrong choices.
Maybe I was looking loo hard?
leBron lames has Ixrn in the
national spotlight since his junior
year of high school in Akron,
<Ihio. And that spotlight has only
gotten brighter with time. The
scariest |>art about his basketball
talent is that he earns ;ill that
spotlight hype every single night
he steps onto the court.
In live years ol watching him
play \BA basketball. I never realBed it. I don't know, I guess I just
didn't want to lace the lads.
But I get it now. I le's 23-yearsold. I le averages 29.9 points. 7.7
rebounds and 7.3 assists per
game. The Cleveland Cavaliers
win despite the fact that roughly
none of his teammates contribute on a consistent basis. It's
clear: LeBron lames is the new
Michael Ionian.
America's finally found "The
Air Apparent" the player who
can finally fulfill NBA tans' desire
of seeing one guy dominate
entire teams by himself, sell the
merchandise, maintain a quality public image, fill up highlight
reels and give the kiddies out
there a hero,
It took five years for me to
come to that realization. Since
his sort-of retirement in 1999,
Commissioner David Stern.
league marketers and, most
importantly. NBA fans have been
in search of "The Air Apparent"
the player that would deUvei
the same basketball satisfaction
night after night that Ionian did.
Vs. I'm one of those people
For me. the realization didn't
come during lames' rookie year,
or the 2005-06 season when lie
averaged 31.4 points a game, or
even during last year's Finals run,
where healmost single-handedly
downed the Detroit Pistons. The
realization came early Sunday
night, and ii came against Bryant
and the i A Lakers.
It was the fourth quarter and
both teams were going hack and
forth, trying to take control ol
the waning minutes of the game.
leBron guarded Kobe, and Kobe
shot I -6 from the field.
In enmch time. Ix'Bron fin
ished with II points and (he
Cavs won, 98-95. That's when it
hit me
I think I've been looking too
hard for the next M.I. For the
last three years, I've said thai
Bryant was the closest thing to
Ionian because of his scoring
ability and killer determination
to bury opponents (sometimes
by himself). Those wen1 Ionian's
two greatest skills. And that's
why he was so loved, and now,
so missed.
But then leBron out-dueled
Kobe on Sunday, and the realization was a light bulb over the
head that could've mirrored the
immense spotlight that lames
endures every night on the
Cavs' schedule.
leBnm was the best player
on the floor in that game, no it's,
ands or butt.
He's almost always the best
player on the floor every game,
and usually, it's not even dose.
At 23 years of age. he brings the
scoring the dunks, the Image
and the attitude that only one
Other player in the history of
the game has.
leBron lames is the next
Michael Ionian.

I see that now. Hopefully, all
the Ionian-starved NBA fans
out there will see that sooner
than later.
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Browns' Crennel rewarded for 10-win season
By Tom Wi«h«rt
The Associated Press
i I EVELANO—Willie McGinest
always believed Romeo Crennel
would mm the Cleveland
Browns into winners.
I in a long lime, though, it
seemed like the 36-year-old
linebacker was about the only
who did.
I lure was a lot of prcjudg
mem about Romeo," Mil lines!
said, who played lor Crennel in
New l:.ngland. "And it was really unfair. It takes time. It takes
players, and it takes a coach to
do that."
Crennel did it.
The 60-year-old former
defensive assistant, whose
future in Cleveland was shaky
after two forgettable seasons,
signed a two-year contract
extension yesterday with the
Browns, who won 10 games
in Crennel's third season and
finally appear repaired.
Crennel had two years

remaining on the five-year deal
he signed in February 2005.
The extension, believed to be
worth about S-l million per season, takes Crennel through the
2011 season.
The Browns were one of the
Mis surprise teams in 2007.
One season after going 4-12,
they went 10 (>. won a franchiserecord seven home games and
missed the AFC playoffs only
because ofa tiebreaker.
"From where we came from
last year and where we are now
is impressive," McGinest said.
"But it's only a small indication

PATRIOTS
From Page 11
well as anything.
"The regular season is
tough. You've got to be sure
you are bringing it every single week and that's not easy,"
Patriots receiver Wes Welker
said. "The temperature goes
down and it makes it tougher
to stretch the field the way
you want to, and do some
things you want to do."
"We knew this would happen down the stretch and we
talked about it, and we made
sure we persevered through
some tougher situations as
the season went on."
Now comes the Super Bowl,
where the Patriots have won
three times by a margin of
three points each.
That's exactly the type of
game they are preparing for
against the Giants.
"I wasn't used to 52-7
or 52-14 or anything like
that," said linebacker Tedy
Bruschi, a veteran of all
three championships.

k«B.*
ROSS D FRANKLIN 'AP PHOTO
TWO MORE SEASONS: The Browns extended coach Romeo Crennefs contract by two
seasons after the team finished with its best record since returning back to the NFL in 1999

of what's to come. Romeo has
always been a winning coach
from a winning organization,
and that's what he's doing here."
Ciennel'8 extension was not
a surprise. General manager
I'hil Savage was pleased with
Crennel's performance and
immediately following the season said the club would reward
the coach's efforts.
Savage and agent loe Lima
have been in ongoing talks the
past two weeks, but neither
side felt any urgency to finalize
the deal.
However, recent two-year

extensions given to offensive
coordinator Rob Chudzinski
and new defensive coordinator Mel Tucker — he replaced
Todd Grantham, fired on Ian. 11
— sped up the Browns' timetable to get something completed
with Crennel.
"We're pleased to get this
two-year extension done
with Romeo," Savage said in a
statement. "Romeo has proven that he can be a winning
NIT. head coach, and he has
the respect of the players and
of the entire organization."
Crennel was an assistant

JOHAN

"If it's true, obviously,
you're getting
arguably the best
pitcher in the game."

From Page 11
a replacement for Tom Clavinc,
who left New York to return to
the Atlanta Braves. New York's
rotation also includes Pedro
Martinez, John Maine, Orlando
I lernandez and Oliver Perez,
Santana is 93-44 with a 3.22
ERA in eight major league seasons, winning the Al. Cy Young
Award in 2001 and 200(i! I le has
been less successful in the playoffs, going 1-3 with a 3.97 ERA.'
"lor our younger pitchers to
develop under a guy like Pedro,
a guy like lohan, you can't ask
for any better situation,'' Wright
said. "He's going to go out there
and he's going to give you seven
or eight innings every five days
and he's going to get you a win.
That's just what it comes down
to. I've gotten a chance to get
to know him a little bit the past
couple years. He seems like a
great clubhouse guy. He's going
to fit in perfectly with the chemistry that we have."
With Santana gone, there
is a big opening in the Twins'

David Wnghi | Third Basemen
rotation. Francisco Liriano
is on track to return after
missing last season following elbow surgery, but Carlos
Silva signed with Seattle as a
free agent, leaving youngsters
Scott Baker, Boof Bonser and
Kevin Slowey as the starters
with the most experience.
I lumber, a 25-year-old righthander, has made one start and
four relief appearances for the
Mets during the past two years,
and went 11-9 with a 4.27 ERA
last season for Triple-A New
Orleans. The 22-year-old Gomez
batted .232 in 125 at-bats with
New York last year and .275 with
19 steals in the minors.
The tentative agreement was
first reported by USA Today on
its Web site.

coach for 25 years before he
was hired by the Browns on
Feb. 8, 2005, just after winning
his third Super Bowl title as the
Patriots' defensive coordinator.
He was Cleveland's defensive
coordinator in 2000 before joining New England.
But without the same talent to work with in Cleveland,
Crennel's first two seasons
with the Browns were rough.
They went 10-22, including 1-11
against AFC North opponents,
and Crennel started 2007 on the
proverbial hot seat.
His days appeared to be
numbered after Cleveland was
thumped 34-7 by the Pittsburgh
Steelers in its home opener.
However,
the
Browns
bounced back. Behind a highscoring offense and despite
having one of the league's worst
defenses, they won their most
games since 1999, finished 33 in their division and were
still in the playoff picture until
Tennessee beat Indianapolis
in the regular-season finale to
secure the conference's final
postseason berth.
McGinest always had faith
the Browns would win. Having
played for Crennel, he knew the
man better than anyone.
"We played well. We were
always well prepared and we
were well coached," McGinest
said. "That's just part of what
Romeo did. Guys really started
buying in this year. But more
than anything, we started to
become a family. Guys are pulling for each other, working hard
and it's made a huge difference."

BBALL
From Page 11
end," said BG coach Louis

On."
The Falcons will look for
similar performances from
the Northern Illinois game
for loe lakubowski and Nate
Miller.
lakubowski finished the
game with 14 points, four
assists and four rebounds and
picked up two crucial steals
late in the game to seal a victory for the Falcons. The 14
points was a personal careerhigh for the freshman.
Miller led BG in scoring
with 17 points.
Miller also had a late steal
and he finished the game with
a scintillating dunk.
lakubowski noted how
Miller has become the leader
of the team this season.
"He's our man — he's the
heart and soul of our team,"
lakubowski said of Miller.
"We follow offhim. He'sbeen
giving the gift of leadership on
and off the court."

tENNYIGNElZI I APPMOIO
TESTED: Frank Lickliter spole out against the PGA Tour possbiry being able to test
golfers for steroids in the privacies of their own homes - he wanted there to be a warrant

PGA Tour set to have new drug
testing policy in place by Ju
By Doug Ferguson
The Associated Press

"He's going to have
a hard time getting
off my property
without a bullet in his
(behind)."

SAN DIEGO — Torrey Pines
turned out to be a real wakeup call.
Some players were overwhelmed, nervous, even a little
scared. Others were frustrated.
Most of them were deeply concerned about the future of golf,
Frank Lickliter | Pro Golfer
perhaps not grasping the magnitude of what lies ahead.
And that was before Tiger pany him into the restroom
to watch him drop his pants
Woods teed off.
in morning and afternoon and lift his shirt to make sure
sessions last week at the Buick he didn't have a urine sample
Invitational, more than 100 taped to his side. And when
players filed into a white tent it was mentioned that "anyfor a mandatory meeting on where" could include comthe PGA Tour's new anti-dop- ing to a player's house, Frank
Lickliter suggested in so many
ing policy. Drug experts have
been available since the Sony words that the drug official
bring a warrant.
Open. The tour doesn't release
"He's going to have a hard
attendance figures for such
time getting off my propvoluntary visits, but it's a safe
bet these guys had more inter- erty without a bullet in his
est in Pro Vis than TUEs (ther- (behind)," Lickliter said.
The reaction to Lickliter was
apeutic use exemptions).
That might have changed almost as loud as the cheer
when Woods made that sweeplast Tuesday.
PGA Tour commissioner ing 60-foot birdie putt on the
Tim Finchem was at the helm, 11th hole Sunday on his way to
joined by two staff attorneys an eight-shot victory.
If nothing else, the meeting
and t h ree outside advisors. One
of them wasa top expert on the got their attention.
The anti-doping policy was
World Anti-Doping Agency list,
which the tour used as a guide announced Nov. 12 to little
fanfare among players, perfor its policy and procedures.
And while just mentioning haps because everyone had
gone home for the year. But
the name of certain banned
substances is enough to put the closer golf gets to testing
someone to sleep — ben- — July 8 is the target date — the
droflumethiazide. anyone? more resistance it meets.
"I was caught off guard," Jim
— it wasn't long before reality
Furyk said. "I thought everyset in.
Do you really know what's in one was pro-testing. What I
drew out of the meeting was
thai energy bar?
that a few guys aren't. Not a
Those protein shakes?
"The only thing discon- few. Let's say more guys had
certing is that you're totally negative opinions."
Lickliter doesn't underresponsible for what you take."
stand why the tour adopted
Charles Howell III said.
"You might take a product, WADA guidelines for golf, notand there's nothing on the ing that Vick's Vapor Inhaler
label that's illegal, yet you is prohibited.
"if I use Vick's nasal spray
don't know if there's crossthree times, they can kick me
contamination."
Even more disturbing was off the tour forever," Lickliter
the process of random testing, said. "Now, do you think Vick's
which could happen anytime nasal spray is helping me compete out here? Half the stuff
and anywhere.
they're testing for doesn't help
Ryder Cup captain Paul
Azinger was indignant over golfers. These so-called experts
having a "collector" accom- are not experts in golf."
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Haiti's poor satisfy hunger with dirt cookies

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

water up ladders to the roof of
the former prison for which the
slum is named, they strain out
rocks and clumps on a sheet,
PORT-AU-PRINCE. Haiti — II
and stir in shortening and salt.
was lunchlime in one of Haiti's
Then they pat the mixture into
worst slums, and Charlene
mud cookies and leave them to
Dumas was eating mud.
dry under the scorching sun.
With food prices rising,
The finished cookies are carHaiti's poorest can't afford even
ried in buckets to markets or
a daily plate of rice, and some
sold on the streets.
take desperate measures to fill
A reporter sampling a cooktheir bellies.
ie found that it had a smooth
Charlene, 16 with a 1-monthconsistency and sucked all the
old son, has come to rely on a
ARIANACUBIUOS aP PHOTO
moisture out of the mouth as
traditional Haitian remedy for
soon as it touched the tongue.
hunger pangs: cookies made of DIRT POOR: Yolen Jeunky. 4S. collects dried mud cookies to sell in Cite Soleil in Port-auFor hours, an unpleasant taste of
dried yellow dirt from the coun- Prince.Thursday. Nov. 29,2007. Rising prices and (ood shortages threaten the nation's fragile
stability, and the mud cookies, made of dirt, salt and vegetable shortening, are one ol very few
dirt lingered.
try's central plateau.
Assessments of the health
The mud has long been prized options the poorest people have to stave off hunger.
effects are mixed. Dirt can conbypregnantwomenand children
here as an antacid and source of irrigation and transportation. for 60 cents, up 10 cents from tain deadly parasites or toxcalcium. But in places like Cite Prices for basic ingredients such December and 50 percent from a ins, but can also strengthen
Soleil. the oceanside slum where as corn and wheat are also up year ago. Beans, condensed milk the immunity of fetuses in the
Charlene shares a two-room sharply, and the increasingglob- and fruit have gone up at a simi- womb to certain diseases, said
house with her baby, five sib- al demand for biofuels is pres- lar rate, and even the price of Gerald N. Callahan, an immuthe edible clay has risen over the nology professor at Colorado
lings and two unemployed par- suring food markets as well.
The problem is particularly past year by almost $1.50. Dirt to State University who has studied
ents, cookies made of dirt, salt
and vegetable shortening have dire in the Caribbean, where make 100 cookies now costs $5, geophagy, the scientific name
for dirt-eating.
island nations depend on the cookie makers say.
become a regular meal.
Haitian doctors say depending
Still, at about 5 cents apiece,
"When my mother does not imports and food prices are up
the cookies are a bargain com- on the cookies for sustenance
cookanything, I havetoeat them 40 percent in places.
The global price hikes, togeth- pared to food staples. About HO risks malnutrition.
threetimesaday,"Charlenesaid.
"Trust me, if 1 see someone
Her baby, named Woodson. lay er with floods and crop damage percent of people in Haiti live on
still across her lap, looking even from the 2007 hurricane season, less than S2 a day and a tiny elite eating those cookies, I will discourage it," said Dr. Gabriel
thinner than the slim 6 pounds3 prompted the U.N. Pood and controls the economy.
Merchants truck the dirt Thimothee. executive director
Agriculture Agency to declare
ounces he weighed at birth.
Though she likes their buttery, states of emergency in Haiti and from the central town of of Haiti's health ministry.
salty taste, Charlene said the several other Caribbean coun- Hinche to the La Saline mar- . Marie Noel, 40, sells the cookcookies also give her stomach tries. Caribbean leaders held an ket, a maze of tables of vegeta- ies in a market to provide for her
pains. "When I nurse, the baby emergency summit in December bles and meat swarming with seven children. Her family also
sometimes seems colicky too," to discuss cutting food taxes and flies. Women buy the dirt, then eats them.
"I'm hoping one day I'll have
creating large regional farms to process it into mud cookies in
she said.
Pood prices around the world reduce dependence on imports. places such as Fort Dimanchc. enough food to eat. so I can stop
eating these," she said. "1 know
At the market in the l.a Saline a nearby shanty town.
have spiked because of higher
Carrying buckets of dirt and it's not good for me."
oil prices, needed for fertilizer, slum, two cups of rice now sell
By Jonathan M. Katl
The Associated Press

"Kenya has come too far to throw

KENYA

away decades of progress in a storm

From Page 8
concerning," saying. "We are
currently asking everyone to
maintain calm."
Political disputes in Kenya
often mushroom into ethnic
clashes, but never before with
the ferocity that has left more
than 800 people dead since
the Dec. 27 election that the
international community and
many Kenyans agree had a
rigged vote tally.
It was only the second free
election in Kenya, which suffered decades under one- party
and authoritarian rule.
Kibaki, whose insistence
that he is president has incited
someof the violence, yesterday
deplored the fact that some
Kenyans "have been incited
to hate one another and view
each other as enemies."
Some of the violence is an
expression of pent-up anger
by the marginalized majority
in Nairobi slums, where 65
percent of the capital's residents balance on the edge

Kappa Delta
The ladies of Kappa Delta
would like to invite you To
their Open House events!

of violence and political unrest."
Batack Obama | Democratic presidential candidate

of survival. Statistics shows
Kenyans growing poorer and
in greater number each year
while corrupt politicians who
mouth pious words about
alleviating poverty buy ranches in Australia and iakeside
villas in Switzerland.
In the western Rift Valley,
scene of the worst violence,
thousands of people set
homes ablaze, smashed shop
windows to loot goods, and
set up blazing road blocks
where they hunted for rival
tribespeople.
A gang of I.uos stoned a
Kikuyu man, then slashed him
with machetes and threw him
to burn to death on their roadblock of flaming tires. Police
took away the body.
"We didn't waste time,
we had to kill him," Stanley
Ochieng, 25, told an Associated

Press reporter.
In villages around Eldoret.
another western town, gangs
of young Kalenjins yesterday
slashed to death four Kikuyus
and stoned two others until
they died, witnesses said.
When a helicopter tried to
land to intervene, the youths
set grasslands ablaze, the witnesses said.
At the heart of the conflict
are decades-old grudges over
land. The Rift Valley is the traditional home of the Kalenjin
and Masai. British colonizers
seized large tracts of land to
cultivate fertile farms there.
When much of that land was
redistributed after independence in 1963, President lomo
Kenyatta flooded it with his
Kikuyu people, instead of
returning it to the Kalenjin
and Masai.
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MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

VENEZUELA
From Page 8
The hostage standoff at the
Banco Provincial branch was
the longest in at least a decade
in Venezuela.
In the final hours, some
hostages inside the bank held
up signs in the windows with
desperate pleas for help and
used cell phones to call their
relatives.
Under the deal with police,
the gunmen were permitted to
leave with five hostages who
agreed to accompany them,
freeing the rest of the captives
at the bank. Police allowed
the gunmen to flee because
"they threatened to start killing the hostages in 20 minutes,"
Manuitt said.
One of the hostages who later
left with the gunmen. Vanessa
Saavedra, spoke quietly and
haltingly to Colombia's Caracol
Radio by cell phone from inside
the bank, saying: "We don't
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.
PlaymoreSudokuatidwlnBrizKai:

PRIZESUDOKUM
"They threatened
to start killing the
hostages in 20
minutes."
Eduardo ManuittJ State Gwenxr
want them to shoot... We don't
want them to open fire. Please."
Saavedra's mother, lasmin
Gonzalez, said her daughter
— a 25-year-old teller — volunteered to leave with the gunmen. "She's very brave. I know
she's going to come out of this
fine," Gonzalez said through
tears outside the bank.
It was not immediately
known how many hostages were
freed as relatives and onlookers massed at the front door of
the bank and some were led
to waiting ambulances. Bank
executive Leon Enrique Cottin
said earlier yesterday that 33
hostages were held captive, but
Manuitt said after the siege that

nearly 40 hostages were freed at
the bank.
Those freed were believed
to include a 2-week-old infant,
at least three other children
under the age of 10, and a
woman who is eight months
pregnant. She was wheeled
out reclining on a stretcher.
One man emerged with a
bandaged hand, carrying a
girl in his arms, and got into
an ambulance.
"After five or six hours, they
began to let down their guard
saying, 'You aren't going to die,"
freed hostage luan Carlos Gil
told The Associated Press of his
captors. "They were nervous,
but it was all an atmosphere as
if they were everyone's friends."
His account differed from
that of lustice Minister Ramon
Rodriguez Chacin, who said
during the standoff that the
gunmen had been taking drugs,
making the situation volatile.
Gil said he never saw any of
the gunmen use drugs and they
appeared sober.

315 1/2 S. MAIN:
S410 plus utilities.

Mon-Fri: 8-5
Sat: 10-2
530S.MapleSt.

W 419-352-9378

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com
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Faculty members racing around the tenure track
By Adam Louis

i hose student evaluations at
the end of the semester mean
more

than

some

students

might think.
Comments made on evaluation !(inns may play a idle in how
successful a faculty member's
career will be at the University
when their portfolio is re\ lewed
loi tenure,
tenure, said College of Arts
and Sciences I lean I ton Nieman,
is a permanent job contract
awarded to a professor aftei
successful work done during a

RESEARCH

si \ \ earevalual ion period called
tenure track.
The tenure-track professor
is hired on a three-year contract and evaluated each year
on three components: teaching
(including careful review of student evaluations), research and
service to the University. In the
third year of the contract, the
tenure-track faculty member
undergoes a re-appointment
in lew, in which University officials decide whether or not to

renew the contract.
rhis new contract expires after
three more years, and finally the
faculty member is reviewed for

"...if no one is doing

journalism assistant professor
Victoria I kstrand.
Professors and students
alike can relate to a large
amount of opportunities to
gei more Involved and the balancing act ot lime thai often
comes into play.
Between serving on committees, advising, writing recommendations and research,
professors have their fair share
ni responsibilities outside of
ihe classroom.
"My job is like taking 15
hours of class plus six independent studies at the same
time." said psychology professor Annette Mahoney.
Professors who are a part of
a graduate program also work
with students on their master's
thesis and oversee research.
In order lo condmi research,
professors must apply for grams
and then reapply because of how
competitive the field is.
"Applying for giants and fellowships is a difficult process.
bin il generates funds and pro
vides money to the University.
Martin said.
Research lakes up a large pan
of professors' lime, but mosi ul
themenjo) the work.
"People who are faculty
lo\c it and share a sense ul

Don
Nieman
University's Dean
of the College of
Arts and Sciences
tinue to be evaluated each year.
'The chief reason we have tenure is to protect academic free
dom," Nieman said. "(Faculty
members] can't be fired or dismissed because of views they
express in classes and research.
We want the widest range of
ideas and approaches to issues."
Another reason the University
supports tenure is to make state

CONFLICT

it won't get into the
Annette Mahoney | Professor
obligation and passion for
research," said sociology professor Wendy Manning.
Research, publications and
student evaluations are all factors th.it arc reviewed each year
by the departments.
Each area of work thai a pro
feSSOl must foCUS mi is related
to the betterment of the students' education.

"We are generating knowledge
because if no one is doing the
research, Ihen il won't gel into
the textbooks,'' Mahoney said.
Research also has a direct

effect on teachingand it supports
the mission of the University and
brings prestige. Kkstrand said.
Hut the pressures of time management and prioritizing along
with their responsibility to their
students Mil mil the rest ul pro
lessors' schedules.
"Part of my job is really
enjoying and getting to know
undergrads outside ol class,"
Manning said.
Professors outside the classroom can often he described as
unknown territory.

Influence on students."

see them as people - not
teaching machines - it helps"

always want people to resolve
things in the department first,"

Morgan-Russell said.

textbooks"

university jobs more attractive
to potential faculty members. By
offering the security of a tenure
position, it is considered a form
of compensation.
"Faculty members |at state
universities] are making less
than they could make in a private sector," Nieman said. "It's
kind of a trade-off."
Students on campus have
mixed feelings about the idea
of tenure.
"1 think it's a good idea," freshman Kent Meyer said. "After that
amount of time, Iprofessorsl
have proven they've been a good

"When students talk to professors and

From Page 9

the research, then

From Page 10

tenure. According to Nieman,
the tenure-track faculty member
is thoroughly evaluated by his
tenured colleagues, the department chair, the college's dean.
I he pun ost and then, ultimately,
by the Hoard of Trustees.
"I spend probably in the
month of December. 30 hours |a
week] looking at tenure portfolios." Nieman said. "I probably
spend around 1(10 hours going
over the portfolios again and
writing recommendations to
the provost. We take this very,
very seriously."
Even if the professor is awarded tenure, however, he w ill con-

Simon Morgan-Russell' Associate Dean. College of Arts and Sciences

If the same complaints are
made about a professor over
and over again, the University
lakes it very seriously. If a problem with a professor is a discrimination issue, it is reviewed
by the University and not just
by the departments. MorganKussell said.
Sometimes students feel
intimidated by professors and
are afraid to bring up a problem, much like how junior
Leslie Seit/ said she fell in a
class last semester.
Ihe unnamed professor

mentioned her Cru meeting.
"I just told everyone if they
wanted something to do, to
come, and told them where it
was," Seitz said.
She added that the professor mocked and belittled her
throughout the class period, so
much so that at the beginning
of spring semester, the teacher's assistant in that class came
up to her and said he noticed
and thought she was brave to
speak up.
But Seitz never said anything to her professor, saying
that she just felt embarrassed
and did not know how to go
about the situation.

asked students what thej were
doing that Thursday night.
Some students mentioned parties, others howling, and when
it was Seit/'s turn to speak, she

Morgan-Russell explained
that mosi teachers try to challenge students in the classroom, and if a student feels
like he is getting picked on, it
may just be a way to get the
rest of the classroom engaged
in a discussion.
But if it is a personal attack
on the student or a student's
beliefs, it should be addressed.
All in all, be said, students
and teachers need to under
stand t he ba lance of power and
their rights.
"When students talk to prolessors and sec them as people
— not teaching machines — it
helps," Morgan-Russell said.

Why did BGSU switch from semesters to quarters
in the 1968-69 year?
A. Switch was mandated by Ohio Board of Regents
B. University responded to student vote
C. University responded to (acuity vote
0. Allowed more time for haivesting crops
S|OOt(ftdlP)S |(PJO|ltUi.

Duder if
we lived at
Copper Beech...
We really do have it all.
Spacious bedrooms
Free high-speed Internet
connection
Free cable
Full-size dishwasher
Available furnished
or unfurnished
Full-size private bathrooms
& one powder room
Private Shuttle

Copper Beech Clubhouse
Large capacity washer
& dryer
No parking worries
Garbage disposal
Built-in microwave
"True Separation"
soundproofing system
..we wouldn't be sharing
a bathroom!
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From Page 9
whether or not there will be
enough "additional revenue"
to continue such increases.
The sizable deficit is concerning for Sheri Stoll, the
University's chief financial
officer.
The state's two-year budget,
passed last lune. originally
planned for a surplus in the
Ohio economy. Stoll said. But
the major shortfall now predicted by the governor will
lead to belt-tightening in all
sectors of the economy, including higher education.
"We're going to have to try
and be creative," Stoll said.
"This is something we weren't
planning for."
Planning next year's budget is made even more challenging by a two-year tuition
freeze that was built into last
year's state budget, meaning
the University will not be able
to raise student tuition to compensate for any loss of funding
from the state.
The state deficit could
mean difficulty not only
increasing faculty salaries,
but raising funding for all
areas of Ihe University.
No
spending
changes for next year are final.
Stoll said. The University
budget for 2008-09 is still
being planned and will be
approved by the Board of
Trustees in May.
But even before the statedeficit was announced last
week, the University still
lagged behind other universities when it came to
paying faculty.
According to the Office of
Finance and Administration,
the average salary fora Bowling
Green professor was 13.5 percent, or $9,591, less than the
state average.
But Stoll warned that these
numbers may be misleading.
She said the averages can be
thrown off by outliers, and that
it is important to look at individual departments.
"These are just averages," she
said. "They don't capture discipline-specific comparisons."
The goal of increasing faculty salaries is meant lo help
attract the best professors and
instructors to the University.
"At any institution, you're
always competing to attract
the best and the brightest,"
said Barbara VVaddell, chief of
staff for the provost office.
But Waddell said salary is
not the only way the University
attracts professors. A number
of other factors are taken into
account, like relative strength
of an academic program,
research opportunities and
the Bowling Green community itself.
"We have, on occasion, lost
faculty to other institutions,"
VVaddell said. "But we are
making sure that we're in the
best place to attract and hire
new faculty."

POLICE IN WICHITA. KANSAS.
ARRESTED A 23-VEAR-OLD
MAN AT AN AIRPORT HOTEL
AFTER HE TRIED TO PASS
TWO (COUNTERFEIT)
$16 BILLS.

...we wouldn't be sitting
in this laundromat!

...we would have
peace and quiet!

SALARY

What Were Uey
Thinking?!?
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On iheother hand, sometimes
students can foresee problems
with the system.
"I'm kind of torn," junior
Cheyenne Florence said. She
went on to add that professors
may "play it safe" for awhile,
but if their teaching or behavior
takes a turn for the worse, they
will be "harder to get rid of."
Despite its possible shortcomings, Nieman is confident the
policy is good for the institution
and its students.
"It puts me in touch with the
wonderful work they're doing,"
Nieman said. "It reaffirms what
great faculty we've hired."
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Buy a box of chocolates and
win a room of chocolate
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By Varan* Dobnlk
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Don't lick the
walls.
An all-chocolate room was
unveiled in Manhattan yesterday
— a pre-Valentine's Day creation
complete with furniture and artwork made of the sweet stuff.
"It's the perfect bit of sin,"
said Ali Larter, star of TV's
"Heroes," of the Godiva chocolate "pearls" that are her private
daily indulgence.
Here, they were dripping off
the chandeliers above the dining
table, which was a sea of stars,
truffles and crescents — all chocolate, of course, under glass.
Larter is the celebrity face
hired by the Belgian chocolatier for its annual Valentine's
Day promotion contest. This
year, anyone who buys the
winning box of chocolates
— for $23 and up — may win
the chocolate room. It is to
be re-created in a suite of
Manhattan's Bryant Park
Hotel for a pampered getaway
weekend for two in May.
The winning box — sold only
in North America — will contain
a note informing the buyer of his
or her good luck.
While no doubt a shameless
commercial promotion — created by Los Angeles designer Larry
Abel — the demo chocolate room
set up on the sixth floor of an East
Village building packed a tasteful,
artsy punch.
Hanging in the "living room"
was a painting built entirely of

Drunk man
drives John
Deere to
liquor store
The Associated Press

ADRIAN, Mich. — A man was
charged with drunken driving
after going through two bottles of wine, cutting through a
snowstorm on his lawn mower
and riding down the center of
the street to reach a liquor store,
authorities said.
Police
found
Frank
Kozumplik, 49, homeward
bound on a )ohn Deere tractor Saturday night, toting four
bottles of wine in a paper bag.
officials said.
He told officers that his wife
had taken their car to work, and
that the mower was the only
way he could reach the store,
two miles from home.
His blood alcohol level was
two times Michigan's legal
driving limit of 0.08 percent,
police told WLEN-FM. They
arrested him and confiscated
the mower.
Kozumplik declined to comment Monday night.
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You could actually sit on the
plush sofa, which was chocolategraced only on its sides, and the
walls are made of chocolate.
There wereacoupleof "dont's"
in the room: lighting the fireplace (with its chocolate logs
and mantle) and the candles
(all chocolate).
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••*1 Spring Break Website! ■! ■'. 7
night trips to BahamaPartyCruise.
PanamaCity. Acapulco. Cancun and
more. Low prices guaranteed. Group
discounts for 8+ Book 20 people.
get 3 free trips! Campus reps
needed
www.StudentCity.com or
800-2931445.
Spring Break 2008
Panama City Beach. FL
Stay at Holiday Inn SunSpree Resort! Get deals at the hottest clubs,
like Club LaVela! Corporate sponsors like Victoria's Secret. Hawaiian
Tropic 8 MTVU! www.springbreak,
com 866-pC-BREAK Special packages for Schoolcratt students!

Personals

*Swlm
"Sail

•Water Ski

•Kayak

•Gymnastics

"Archery

"Sitvet Jewelry

'Rocks

•English Riding

"Ropes

•Basketed

"Pollery

field Hockey

-Office

•And Motel
June to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website.
Apply online.
TRIPP LAKE CAMP lor Girls:
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32 Rooms Ruailable!!

Use your package at any ol our locations

Tan fir as low
I as $15 a month
l

5 beds, 1 booth
clOMlt to campus

"CALL FOR DETAILS*

I credit card required • 3 month mtnemom
IIP niti

*» S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
5 beds, 2 booths
appt. available

h»/MF WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
17 beds, 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appl. needed

TanningCenterBG.com
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1 or 2 rmtes. tor Fall 08-Spring 09
school year House on S Summit

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers & cooks.
419-352-7070

"08-09 S Y Now Renting
CARTYRENTALS COM
419-3530325 9 am-9 pm

FOR RENT for the next school year
2 -3 bedrm. houses. 2 efficiencies
1 lg 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU
419-601-3225

$355 mo 419-236-6927

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp. necessary Training provided

Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
A SUMMER UNLIKE ANY OTHERI
CAMP CANADENSIS. a co-ed resident camp in the Pocono Mountains
of PA. seeks General Bunk Counselors, Athletic. Waterfront. Outdoor Adventure, and Art Specialists. Join our
staff from around the US and
abroad and have the experience of a
lifetime! Good salary and travel allowance Internships encouraged
We will be on campus Friday. February 15. To schedule a meeting or
for more info,
call toll-free 800-832-8228.
visit www canadensis.com or
email info@canadensis.com

SOFTBALL UMPIRES needed this
summer for slow pitch Softball in BG.
Earn $20 per game Contact
|treeger@woh.rr.com for info.

•Canoe
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For Rent

Interested in an MBA? Check out
www.bgsumba.com. Over 00% of
our students earn free tuition and a
paycheck!

•tennis

\
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For Rent

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com

Males and Females.
Meet new friends! Trovell
Teach your favorite activity
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Help Wanted

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Voted BG's Best Breadsticks""
352-9638

Summer in Maine

50 Hindu mystic
writings
51 Atom with a
variable nucleus
52 Search for water
53 Knock off a bowler
54 Davis of "The Fly"
58 Raw minerals
59 Actor Morales
61 Goof off
62 Pasture piece
63 Tangible
65 _ Arbor. Ml
66 Small child

Wanted

1 rmte needed for sublease now
thru Aug S245 mo. plus util. Apt. on
6th St. 419-494-6319.

Travel

49 Skirts
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CHOCOLATE-COVERED CHANDELIER: Actress Air Larter. of the NBC Heroes"
television series, admires a chocolate decorated chandelier during her visit to the preview of
the 2008 Godiva Decadence Suite, in New York Tuesday Jan. 29.2008. The winner of the
company's Valentine's Day promotion will get to stay in a hotel room made of chocolate. On
the wall behind her is a Jackson Pollock-inspired abstract made from chocolate.

1 Btdrouns:

*+THE HEAT
904 E. Wooster
419-352-3588

■'

ACROSS

multicolored chocolate pieces
inspired by Gustav Klimt's painting "The Kiss." Above the dining table was a "canvas" dripping
with brown and white chocolate
— a takeoff on lackson Pollock's
signature "drip" paintings.
And instead of words, books
opened to a mound of chocolates.
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418-3M-78I1
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Studios: from $309
1 Bedrooms: from $435
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brought to you by

YMCA Child Care Group Leaders
Spring 8 Summer positions avail.
Hrs: 7-9am, 11-1. 3-6pm, days may
vary Please contact Sara 419-251 9622 or spema@ymcatoledo.org
Undercover shoppers earn up to
Si50 per day. Undercover shoppers
needed to judge retail & dining
establishments Experience not
required Call 800-722-4791.

For Sale
New full size queen pillowtop mattress set still in plastic Can deliver
S125 419-707-2954.
Oueen size Eurotop mattress set
Never used, in original wrapper w/
warranty
8
frame.
S300
419-707-2954

For Rent
• 2 bedrm furnished, start at $510
704 5th St
■ 1 bedrm him., suilable for grad
students 601 3rd St.
■ 2 bedrm unlurn Heat paid Nice &
quiet 710 7th St.
" Lovely large home on Lehman
352-3445 day or evening.

1 bdrm apt for subls Now until Aug
AC. DW. $440 per mo. ♦ electric
only. (4191277-8925
1.2.3 Bdrm units avail immediately
also May 8 August '08, 1 yr lease.
5th St or closer to campus.
Pets considered. (4191409-1110
125 8 232 Cnm Lg.. 3 bdrm houses.
AC.WD. off st pkg. Avail May 8 Aug
08. 12 mo lease $1100 mo plus util

248-755-9686
3/4 Bdr Apt. 9 1/2/12 month lease
Corner 7th and High.
Small Pets Okay 419-308-3525
426 E Wooster. Lg 1 Bdrm Apt
Avail Fall. S475/ mo. Util's Inc.
419-352-5882
5 bdrm . 5 person house Great location. All amenities May to May lease
S1250mo. (4191352-1584

Free Heat! Move-In Specials!
Pet Friendly! Great Location!
Varsity Square (4191 353-7715
Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M - F
www bgapar1ments.com
Lg 3 bdrm. newly remodeled with
shed, for move in Aug. 15. S950 11
1/2 mo lease 419-308-2406 Ref rqd
LOW PRICE • CLOSE TO CAMPUS
May 08 239 Manville. 3 bdrm. 1
bath, good cond S675 mo
Aug 08 826 5th St. 4 bdrm „ 2 bath.
AC. WD, 4 people $1000 mo
Call 419-352-9392
One bdrm apt
Nice closets, close to campus
230 N Enterprise D $390 + util
Short term lease starts Feb 1 st

419 352-8917
Brand new 3 bdrm Duplex
2 baths, laundry, DW
847 2nd St S945 . util
12 mo lease starts May 1st
419-352-8917
* 3 bdrm. available in August.
• 1 or 2 bdrm avail May or August
For more info cal' 119-354-9470

Duplex, Large 1 Bdrm Avail Fall
Quiet. Clean S425/mo
Util's Inc. 352-5882
The Highlands/Jay-Mar
1 8 2 bedrooms
Available May - August

419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
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Discover one
or more of the
100+ participating
organizations

Find groups of similar interests
Utilize your talents
Develop leadership skills
Help others in need
Develop new friendships
Become more adventurous
Free food
Fun and games

SPONSORED BY:
I

f ice of Campus Activities
University Bookstore
Coca-Cola

/

Enter a raffle
for your chance to win
a Nintendo Wii
I
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